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THE SONIC ALTIMETER FOR AIRCRAFT 

By G. S. Draper 

PART I 

HISTORY MD PRESENT STATUS OF THE SONIC ALTIMETER 

With 

A3 OUTLIUE FOR A SUGGESTED PROJECT TO DETERMINE THE 

VALUE OF THE SONIC ALTIXETER UNDER 

XODERN FLIGHT CONDITIONS 

ABSTRACT 

The general object of this report is to discuss the 
rosuLEs already achfeved with sonic altimeters $n,the 
light of the theoretical possibilities of such instru- 
ments. Fro& the information galned in this investigation, 
a procedure is outlined to determine whether or not a fUrM 
ther development program is justified by the value of the 
sonic cltimetor as an aircreft instrument. 

The information available in the literature is re- 
vionod and condensed into a summary of sonic altimeter do- 
volopments nhich is presented as the last page of this 
report. The instruments of Behm, Rico, Florfsson, Ebois 
and Labourcur, Eandillon, Jacquet and Badfn, Delsasso, and 
tho Eloctroocustic Co. aro doscribed both in principle a53 
mechanic+1 detail. The gonaral roqufroments for the source 
of sound and the receiving system of a sonic altimeter are 
outllnod. Evolution of tho sound source is traced from the 
pistol sender of Behm to the mechanically +xcited diaphragm 
of Dclsasso, tho electrically driven diaphragms of Nandillon 
and Jacquet-Badin, the air-blown nhistlea of Rice and FlOr- 
isson and ffnally, t;lo air-operated sirens of Dubois- 
Labourour and tho Eloctroacustic Co. Various nothods of 
recaiving the ache and timing the interval betnocn the 
signal and th0 echo ard considarod, starting with auditory 
reception and visual dbsorvation of a rotatfng hand as . .._ 

used in tho first instruments an& ending with the conplato- 
ly automatic oloctrical microphone-chronoscopo systems0 
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Tho oporatfng ranges and weights of the sonic altim- 
eters aro noted and a "figure of merit" is derived for 
each instrument based on tho ratio of maximum useful al- 
Gitudo undor airplane cruising conditions to the installa- 
tion noight. 

A theoretical dtscussion is given of sonic altimeter 
errors due to uncerfa-inties in timing, variations in sound 
vo1ocity, aircraft' speed, locfttion of the sending and rw 
ceiving units and inclinations of the flight gath with 
rospact to the ground surface. Plots are included which 
summarizo tho results in each case. An analysis is given 
of the off-act of an inclined flight path on the frequency 
of tho echo. 

A briof study of the acoustical phases of the sonic 
altimeter problom is carried'through. Tho results of this 
analysis aro used to predict-approximately tho maximum 
operating altitudos of a reasonably designed sonfc altim- 
otor under very good and very bad conditions. A table is 
g2ven of these limiting altitudes for various amounts of 
sound gorver in the signal. Losses due to high sound fn- 
tensities, absorption in the atmosphere, turbulence ef- 
fects and reflection at the ground are discussed. The 
physical limitations of the sound source with regard to 
output, directivity and pulse length are considered. It 
is show1 that-no limitatfon is placed on the performance 
of a modern sonic altimeter by either the chronoscope or 
the receiving microphone. Ruggedness, freedom from.vi- 
bration, and selectivity effects are the important prop- 
erties Of the receiver rather than high sensitivity. In 
general, the derjign factors limiting the maximum operating 
altitude of a sonic altimeter are: 1) the residual sound 
intensity due to the aircraft chich is not elfminated by 
the filter system of the receiver, and 2) the sound poner 
output of the source which is effectively directed t-ovard 
the receiver along the echo path*. The necessity for di- 
rective horns in both the sending and recerving systems 
is discussed with ssscial reference to future possibili- 
ties. Some properties of f,ilters are considered and the 
possibility of using combinations of acoustical, mechani- 
cal , and electr P cal units is noted. 

A final com?arieon is made betneen the estimated and 
experimsntal maximum operating altitudes nhich shows a 
good agreement where quantitative information is availa- 
ble. It is noted that the'beet possibility for improving 
sonic altimeter performance is to reduce the absolute 
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value of the echo intensity required to operate the re- 
ceivor. It is shonn that‘ 
plished by 

this can probably be accomIL-+ 
a survey of the aircraft noise which exists in 

partf,cular cases and the design of properly selectfvo 
filter systens. 

The nritor rrlshes to acknonledge the assistance re- 
ccivod from Dr. R. H. Bodcn and Kr. George Van Schliostett 
in tho Benoral preparation of this report. Mr. Vfncent 
Salmon, Professor g. T. Hall, and Dr. John Trimmer have 
helped by collectfng and examining the references used for 
dfscussfon of the acoustical aspects of the sonic altim- 
eter problem. 

INTRODUCTION 

.- - -- - 

Aircraft must fly near the ground for a considorablo 
-period in connection nith each take-off and landing. ,For 
safety in these operations the pilot must have an accurate 
and continuous knonledge of his altitude above the Ground 
level. Under ordinary conditions, visual judgments of dis- 
tance by a skilled operator automatically take care of this 
problem. Hoaever, nhen visual observations are impossible 
due to darkness, fog, or a heavy storm, some instrument for 
measurfng height above the ground is necessarya Barometric 
altimeters can be used for this 2ur_aose only if the exiat- 
ing barometric pressure and the local elevation of the 
Ground above sea level are knor;n, The ordinary baromet'ric 
altimeter vhose hand make6 one revolution for 10,000 feet 
altitude is not sufficiently sensitive for safe landing op* 
erstions under any circumstances. This state of affairs 
has Droduced many dcvicos desienad to measure absolute alti- 
tude without an external visual rcfcroncan Gcnernl discus- 
sions of the uroblom havo been 
3 and 4), L&ii80 (roforcnco 11 
Rice (roferanco 13), 

'i 
ivon by Lubclco (rcferencos 

Florisson (reforoncft IS>, 

19). 
and Dubois Lb Labourbur (reforonce 

The Sdoag prososod conorally depond upon the roflcc- 
tion of either oloctromagnotic or 6ound vavas from tho 
ground surface. A number of investigatoys have been able 
to produce Forking instrumonts usiinc sound naves but thoro 
is no record of similar successes nith any other schomo. 
The sonic sltimotor has thrco essential parts: (1) un 
cmittar n';lich sends out 8 brief sound signal at ccntrollcd - -..._ 
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intervals; (2) a receiver which detects the echo of-the 
signal when it returns from the earth; and (3) a chrono- 
scope which measures the tfme interval between signal and 
echo, Since the velocity of sound in air is substantfally 
constant, the chrOnOscOp6 is ordfnarily calibrated direct- 
ly in altitude for some average set of conditions. 

Sonic altimeter experiments were started in Germany 
b-efore 1925 by Alexand-er Behm (references 6 and 7). Rice 
in the United States (reference 14) and Florisson in France 
(reference 16) had also attacked the problem before 1930. 
In each case promising results were achieved and an inetru- 
ment suitable for service tests was produced. 

Interest in sonic altimeters slackened considerably 
when the sensitive altimeter manufactured by the Kollsman 
Instrument Gompany (reference 10) came into general use 

t 

soon after 1930. This instrument uses the barometric prin- 
cicle and has sufficient precision for blind landings if 2 
tho barometric pressure at the ground is accurately known. 
Radio communication insures that all the required informa- - 
tion is at the pilot's disposal 60 long as he operates from 
properly equipped airports. Hdwevor, the radio and sensi- ., 
tive altimeter combination does not take care of a pilot 
who must "push down through II heavy clouds in search of a r 
low ceiling without an exact knowledge of his position. 
There ox~'c.1~0 instances nhen radio communication fails or 

= :., 

it is desirable to fly by "contact" under a very low ceil- 4 
ing. With such conditions, irregular hflls combined mith 
fog which actually reaches the ground in some alaces are 
very dangerous. Even mfth good visibility smooth water 
surfaces often make accurate judgments of height difficult 
at 1017 altitudes, In all thoso cases an instrument to in- 
dicnte actual height above the ground for altitudes 10~8 
than 1,000 feet -would b-e,useful. It is certain that a 
sonic Rltimeter with units already developed can be made 
to meet this requirement. fn the present state of the 
art, the equipment would be relatively heavy and cumber- 
some. A satisfactory instcllation could be made to fit 
easily into a modern transport plane with a total weight 
undor 75 sounds. Since this weight represents fuel for 
10s~ than 15 minutes flying in a large airplane, the V~UO 

of this much flyZng time must be balanced against the ad- 
vantage of an indicator giving actual altitude abovo the h 
ground. The instrument would not only serve as insurance 
in extraordinary situations, but would almost certainly 
bo used by pilots to improve tho precision of landing and 
take-off operations. Finally, there is the possibility of 

l 
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using the sonic altimeter as an auxiliary control for 
blind landings tc~ establish automatically the propor rola- 
tion botnreon the attitndo of an airplane and its height 
above the ground. 

Obviously, the fate of the sonic altimeter must de- 
pend upon results from extended tests under service condi- 
tions. Before such a project is undertaken, the previous 
work on sonic altimeters should bo studied to insure that 
the best type of equipmont fs used for the tests. The 
present report presents such an examination of the material 
already available on sbnic altfmetors with spocial-refer- 
ence to the results obtainable from commercial instruments. 
These results are comsarcd with performance limits esti- 
mated from a study of the physical principles involved. 
Bocommendations for a program of sonic altimeter research 
are based on the conclusions drawn from this investigation. 

GENERAL REQUIREhSEXTS 

Figure 1 shams the essential geometrical features of 
the sonfc altimeter problem, An emitter S sends out a 
sound signal.nhich strikes the ground and is picked up 
by a reqeiver at B. The apparatus is completed. by a 
chronoscope for measuring the time interval between the 
signal and the echo which is a function of the airplane 
speed, the speed of sound and the altitude. Individual 
instruments differ only in the means used for carrying out 
these three functions. Fortunately the speed of sound 5s‘ 
almost constant and the airplane speed has a small effe&t 
under ordinary conditions, 
portional to altitude. 

so the echo time is almost pro- 
The errors due to various geomet- 

rical factors are considered in a later section. 

The practical requirements for sonic determinations 
of altitude are: 

1. The source of sound must be potverful enough --- 
to produce an echo at the airplane which is 
more intense than the aircraft noise in the 
same frequency range. This condition is 
difficult to fulfill at high altitude due to 
cbsorptian, reflection ,and spreading losses 
over the echo path. 
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The receiving system must be sufficiently 
sensitive and selective to detect the echo 
in the presonce of high intensity noiso from 
the aircraft and give a ponitivo indication 
on the chronoscope. 

The sound sourca must be such that tho start 
of tho timo interval bctrzoon tho signal and 
the echo is sharply dofilled. 

Tho chronoscopo for measuring this echo time 
must bo capable of accurately monsuring time 
intervals rcquirod by tho oporating rango of 
tho nltimetor. An altitudo of one foot cor- 
rosponds to about l/600 of a second and 1,200 
fcot to about 2 seconds. 

gonoral, the lomor limit of the operating range 
is determined by the ability of the apparatus to produce 
and measure sharply defined short echo times mhjlle the 
upper limit depends upon the poner of the source to pro- 
duce usable ethos at the airplane. .A. study of each phase 
of the general sounding Drocess is given in a later sec- 
tion, 

f 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE SOBIC ALTIMXTER 

After the TITANIC disaster in 1912, due to collision 
rrith an iceberg, several investigators etertcd research on 
tho use of sound waves for ths location of objo.c-t;s undor 
bad visibility conditions. This nork soon produced the 
marine depth finder as a byproduct. Alexander B&n (ref- 
orencos 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) of Gormany dovelopod his ECHOLOT 
nhich later bocamo knonn as tho BERMLOT. I-n tho United 
states, R. A. Fossondon of tho Subnarino Signal Company 
(roforonccs 1, 2, ?;, 4) Forked out tho FATHOMETXR. C. 
Floriason (roforoncos 11, 16, 17) of France also mado con- 
tributions to tho problon, cs~ocinlly in the uso of supor- 
sonic froquonct.os. The later art of sonic sltimotry omos 
a dofinitc debt to oath of t-hose narino dovolopnenta. 

Bohn (roforencos 5., 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12.) adaptod 
his marino ECHOLOT to aorinl soundings fron airships. His 
exporinonts in 1925 on tho 2oppolin.Z.R. III arc roportod 
as successful u-0 to 200 metars altitude. 1Vorking nith the 
Deutschen Versuchsanstalt fur Luftfahrt in the same year, 
Bohm applied his instrument to an nirplano. Figure 2 

- 
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shons.tho essential parts of this apparatus. A pistol 
firing blank cartridges served as the source .of sound, 
nhile ethos Rere received by carbon pol-rder nicrophones 
and crrrfed to earphones. Altitudes nere estimated by an 
observer nearing the earphones and notdng the positions of 
a moving hand on a scale when the-signal and its echo oc- 
curred. This so-called method of visual-acoustid'coinci- 
dence roquirod close attention by the observer and-gave 
inaccurate results atlow altitudes. An adaption of tho 
optical chronoscope used in the marine ECHOLOT improved 
this situation by making the observation of altitude an 
entirely visual process of good precision, Details of the 
E&n apparatus are discussed-in Appendix A. 

An experimental airplane study of the BEHMLOT -byy 
Schroibor (roferonco 9) carried out In 1930 showed a mean 
error of h3.5 meters in altitude readings up to a maxinun 
of 100 ncters. Bohmrs ncrk brought out clearly the diffi- 
culty of detecting the sign,al echo-in tho prosonco of in- 
tense tlpcrnsitetl flight noises from tho airplane and its 
poBcr Dlant. No attonpt was mndo to Increase tha ratio of 
echo intonsfty to parasite noise intensity by the use cf 
oithor.accustic or oloctric.al filters. In the carl5ar 
forms, the BEHMLOT roquirod manual operation of the sould 
source, Even aftor this handicap was overcome by using 
an automatic pistol, tho difficulty of carrying a large 
supply of ammunition remained. 

Rice (references 4, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15) and Florfsson 
(references 4, 11, 16, 17, 18) worked on the sonic altim- 
oter problem indenondently during the years 1929-1938 and 
produced sinilar instruments &.th approxinately tha same 
porfornanco. In addition to his contributions to the gen- 
eral scheme, RZco made especially valuable studies of 
sound sources for the sonic altinotor. The results of 
this ?ork led to tho adoption of r't nhgstlo blonn by con- 
pressod gas for hfs instrument. Plorisson 5-as particu- 
larly fntorasted in acoustic disturbances duo to the air 
stream floning across oponfngs in cmittors and receiversm 
He found that those difficultfog could be olinlnated by 
mounting the acoustic units nith thoir openings flush in 
the surface and using a thin sound pernenblo covering to 
prcsorvo the aerodynamic forn. -- 

The instrunontg of Rico and Blorisson differed from 
those of Bchn in the use of a puro tono signal. With the 
sound cnorgy' concentrated fn c single salccted frequency 
instead of a nide band as in the C~SQ of a shot, it beCan 
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possible to use resonance effects in the receiver for in- 
creasing sensitivity and reducing interference from air- 
plSJl0 ilCi6es. The actual sensitive element for reception 
of the echo mas the human ear. Altitudes mere estimated 
by <an observer listening for-the echo and natching the 
moving hand of a chronos.c'ope. 

Figure 3.shons the ossentiel elements of th-e Florisson 
system. C-ompressed e.f.r -is supplied to a Chamber C and 
escapes through-the nhistle S nhen an electrically con- 
trolled valve is open-ed. This nhistle is mounted at the 
focus of a reflector set flush nith the surface of the air- 
plane and covered nith sound permeable material. The echo 
is received by a reflector r rrith an open tube placed at 
the focus, This sound tube is corm-ecfed to earpieces ITorn 
by the observer. An acoustic filtar F is placed in the 
sound tuba T in addition to the electrically operated 
valve for closing the line during the signal. Timing con- 
trol is taken from a constant-speed motor Mith its arms- 

two shaft placed along the axis A-A. A pointer I is 
attached to the shaft and mov-e-s over a scale graduated in 
altitude. A cam 4 nith an indentation 3 is al80 car- 
ried by the motor shaft. The cam follcnor 2 is so placed 
that the contacts 1 
as tho pointer passes 

are closed for a short time interval 
through zero of the scale. Vhen the 

control circuit has been closed by a manually operated 
srzitch, each passage of the pointer through zero nil1 be 
accompanied by a blast of the whistle and a short blocking 
of the sound tube by the control valve to reduce the in- 
tensity of the direct signal. Flcrisson introduced an 
auxiljary painter i, adjustable by the observ-er, fc serve 
as a referonce in fixing the pointer position at tho timo 
c f-the echo. A second dial and pointer ;I* are shown by 
figure 3 to shors the possibility of multiple indicating 
unft.6. 

Florisson also suggested trio other systems for time 
measurements nhich are described in Appendix A. One sys- 
tern reduces the t-fne measurement problem to a judgment of 
the coincidence of tno sounds :7hile the other uses an Op 

tics1 system and an ogcillograrh to produce entirely ViSu- 
al indications. Hcnsver,. the system actually reduced to 
commercial practice by Florisson (reference l?'), used the 
arr,angement describ-ed in figure 3. This instrument is 
available from the Sccidtd de Condensation et d'Applica= 
ticns Mecaniques of Paris. 

_ ., 
The problem of the proper signal frequency and dura- 

1 

I 

w 

ll 
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tion aas prominent in the rork of both Bfce and Florisson. 
It was recognized that the human ear is ti excellent de- --- 

tector for sounding ethos of the pro.per frequency, not 
only on account of its sensitivity but also because a 
trained observer is able to recognize a characteristic 
echo against a bad background of extraneous noise. On the 
othor hand, the accuracy of time-interval measurements by 
even a sktlled obsorver nith his entire attention on the 
problem fs too ion for good soundings at small altitudes. 
HoRover, it was found that direct judgment,of distance 
fron the time interval betneen the signal and the echo 
could ba used by a trained observer. 

Rice carried out an analysis rrhich caused hfn to use 
a froquoncy of 3,000 cycles por second vith a signal durw 
tion of l/LOO to l/50 of a second. The rdasons for his 
choice aro listed bolorr: 

ll....l ? Many cycles avaflsblo in a short blast. 

2. Raducsd masking effect from ion froquoncy 
noise. 

3? Rolntfvely low scattering effects. 

4, Best oar sonsitivfty. 

5. Vide separation bctneen ongino and signal 
frequoncios permit effective filtering or 
tuning. 

6. Directive transmfttors and receivers of 
moderate size...." 

An extended series of flight tests gave the follorring 
results for tho Rice-G.E. sonic altimeter. -- 

II . . . . 1. Vith ongino running at cruising speod, 
reliable ethos nero obtained at 800 feet . 
and below. 

2. Vith engfne throttled for gliding flight, 
reliable ochos nare-obtaifiod at 1,606 feat 
and belon. 

3. The echo nas lost at 800 feet nhen bank or 
climb angle reached approximately 30°RnrP_m-r?-?h 

- 
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4. 

5. 

G. 

7. 

Rice gave no 
conditions. 
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Ethos at 800 foot- ircrc clonror and sharpor 
ovor-flnt ground, nator and ice than over 
troes and fields. 

non flying over mountainous country, tho 
rise #and. fall of the ground vas easily do- 
toctod by tho changa in the time interval 
botvoon outgoing and received signal, as 
measured by the Reinter on the altitude 
indicator or as judged by the ear alone. 

Vhen flying parallel to a steep hillside, 
the echo vas noticeably long and drawn-out 
by reflection from varying distances. 

Then coming into a landing, the approach 
of the ground vas very evident-due to the 
closing-in of the time interval betneen 
signal and echo, and nhen the plane reached 
approximately 5 or 10 feat from the ,ground, 
the outgoing signal and the echo blended 
into a continuous reverberation. This pro- 
vfded a definite notification point nhich 
the pilot could use for successful blind 
landings....lf 

definite'information on the effect of neather 

In addition to the airplane experixlents, Lkglise noted 
(reference 11) that a G. E. sonic altimeter Installed on 
the airshir, "Los Angeles1t . . gave soundings up to 900 meters 
over tile ocem. This difference in rage was, of course, 
largely due to the reduced parasite noises on an airship. 

Florlsson did not give the frequency used for his 
rrhistle but noted that the signal had a duration of about 
0.03 seO0ila. His a_ugaratus gave soundings up to about 
150 meters under cruLsing conditions and about 300 meters 
nith onginos throttled. The readings could be carried 
donn to 5 or 10 meters from the ground. 

The weight of Ricers first installatfon nas 45 pounds, 
which Tras later reduced to about 50 pounds. Florisson*s 
outfit had approximately this same lireight. Honever, Rice 
used one of the engine cylinders as his source of porrer 
while Florisson allonod ovor 10 pounds for a compressor 
and its accessories. No quantitative data are available 
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on the relative sound-output poner of the two instruments 
but it rzpears that if Rice had used a separate conpress-ur, 
the naxinun range ger unit rreight aould have been alnost 
the sane in the tmo cases. It is also remarkable that 
both investigators found that the difference in airplane- . 
noise effects between cruising and gliding doubled the 
useful range. - - -.. .._ .- 

The nork just described certainly demonstrates that 
sonic neasurenents betneen approxinate altitudes of 10 
and 1,000 feet can be carried out in practice. Tno disad- 
vantages are innediately apparent: (1) the apparatus is 
relatively heavy and (2) reliable results require constant 
attention fron a trained observer. This first character- 
istic offoctivoly prevents the use of such equipment on 
snail airplanos but. becomes a loss inportant objection on 

. 

largo'transgorts. Tho second difficulty is nore serious 
and nust cortainlg be overcoma before sonic altimeters can 
bo goncrally scco-ptod as a routino flight instrunont al- 
though in a large airpfano tho radio o;orator or the co- 
Dilot could bo assigned the duty of naking soundings. 
This sltrtude information could be placed before the pilot 
by an arrangenent sinilar to that already suggested bY 
Florisson, -- 

Raymond Dubois, of Constructions ilcctro-Mdcnniquos 
dtAsni&os, and Commandant Labourour started research on 
the sonic altimeter problem in 1931 and continued vork un- 
til at prooont their instrument is available commercially * 
(reforances 4, 11,,18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24). Dubois and 
La%ourour diroctod their efforts partfcularly tonsrd an au- 
tomatic visual indicator ana a source of sound to produce 
a very short signal. Thoy pointed out that any sound de- 
pending upon resonant frequency vibrations requiros scvor- 
al cycles to reach maximum intensfty and then decays over 
a numbor of cycles depending upon the particular system. 
Since anY receiving system requires some.minimum intensfty 
for a detectable excitatfon, there n-ill alnays be a time 
interval betneen the arrival of the first echo cycle and 
an indication by the receiver. This time interval nil1 
vary nith the echo.intensity until at the upper limiting 
altitude the indication nil1 occur only nhen the strongest 
cycle of the echo is reached. Vith specular reflection nt 
the ground this error in timing nil1 correspond to 5 or 6 
cycles of the signal vhen a nhistle is used, 

*An extended investigation of nhistlos, vibrating mow 
branes, anil sirens QS sound sources led Dubois and 

.._.. 
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Daboureur to adopt the air-blorm siren for their sonic al- 
timeter. They found that the siren used a relatively 
small amount of compressed air and that the sound reached 
its full amqlitude on th-eBecond oscillation. By the-use 
of a. quick-acting balanced valve it vas po-ssible to produce 
c, signal duration of 0.01 of a second. Such a short sigd 
nal gave no advantage nith the ear as the receiving ele- 
ment since an observer was unable to distinguish bstl-reen a 
short sound of given intensity and a sound tvrice as long 
but half tie intensity. On the other hand, a short, shnrp- 
ly defined siren signal worked better nith automatic re- 
ceivers thzn sounds from a trhistle. The frequency used 
was 1,500 cycles per second. 

For the sensitive element.of the receiver Dubois and 
Laboureur used an electromagnetic microghone rrith the dfa- 
phragm tuned to a frequency slightly different from the 
signal frequency. Vith this design the unit responded 
:-fell to the signal I-ihile any random shocks or noises -ex- 
cited the dia_nhragm atits ovn natural frequency and th8 
effect of such disturbances on the indicator could 'De re- 
duced by an electrical band-pass filter in the amplifier. 

In the chronoscope Dubois and Laboureur replaced the 
previously used mechanical and optical arrangements by an 
entirely electrical system, Altitude readings nere indi- 
cated directly on a calibrated dial by a nonrotating 
pointer. This result -cas obtained by use of a neon dis- 
charge tude to control the current floning into a fixed 

' condensar. A steady potential bettreen the breakdonn and 
extinction voltages was applied to this tube. A pulse of 
voltage at the instant of the signal started tho tube and 

.a second pulse from the microphone stopped the tube when 
the. 0~96 was .jreceived. During this time interval the con- 
denser was charged through a resistor and a vacuum tube 
usod as a ractifior. Vith thfs arrangement the voltage 
across the condenser terminals was a function of tho echo 
time. After tho noon tube rras extinguished the vacuum 
tube and a meter in the plate circuit acted as an olectron- 
ctor to indicate the condenser voltage. The reading of 
this meter remained constant until it vrns necessary to 
discharge the condenser for a non sounding nhen the point- 
or returned suddenly to the zero altitude positfon. This 
type of indication was definitoly better than that of the 
chronoscopos previously used but the instrument r7as still 
unsatisfactory on account of the "jump" back to zero be- 
tneon soundings, Dubois and Laboureur later remedied this 
difficulty by using a second condenser and vacuum tube 

l - 

7 

-w 

b. 
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electronefor to gfve the indications. Thfs second con- 
denser nas momentarily connected across the terminals of 
tho chronoscope condenser just before its dfscharge for a 
new sounding. In thfs nay the voltage of the second con- 
densor, nhich ST&S very small comDared&'Cehe chronoscope 
condenser, alnays corresponded to tho altitude of the last 
soundfng and the change in position of t9e pointer botncon 
soundings nas only the small shift corrosgonding to the 
actual. variation in altitude. A moro detailed doscriptEon 
of the DU3ofs-Laboureur sonic altimeter is given in Ap- 
pan&ix A. 

A Dubois-Eaboureur sonic altimeter nas given flight 
tests in 1932 on several airmlanes and in a nonrigid air- 
ship. Under cruising conditions over \-rater, soundings 
nere possible in an airplane u.3 to 300 meters and practi- 
cally continuous up to 250 meters. In the airship no lin- 
it was determined but it teas probably about 500 meters. 
Over flat country of all kinds the range for level flight 
nas about the same as over aster. Under the norst condi- 
tions of neather and ground the ap?aaratUs alnays norked 
beloa 50 meters and gave usable results at 100 to 150 ne- 
ters. It nas foun'd that the occasional ethos received .* 
even at higher altitudes gave enough information for pur- 
poses of safety, / . 

'T 
The weight of a complete Dubois-LaSoureur installation 

'n-as about 50 sounds, nhich gave their instrument about the '. 
a same gorfornanca in terms of range per unit noighf as the .-. 

sonic altimeters already doscrfbed, ---,,a 
I 

The electrical chronoscope is certainly a nort&hile,f: ) : 
% contribution to the art and c&z11 be ncde to give acciz ate . 

end reliable results if proDorly installed and naintsinodr' .-. 
Honcvor, the schono depends upon the use of a vacuUm tube 
in 2 circuit of tho "direct currant" amplifier typo and 
will be aonsitivo to chnngcs in supply voltage and aging 
of the tub0 itself, zsido fron tho nocossity of recalibra- 
tion if a nen tube fs installed. In case such a circuit 
fs used for field service some sfmsle arrangement for cal- 
fbration should certainly be included in the installation. 
In this connection, it is interesting to note that the CEXA 
sonic altimeter, rrhich fs built under DuSois-Laboureur pat- 
ents, uses an electromechanical indicator instead of the 
type described above. 

h'andillon (references 11, 17) used an electrically 
driven diaphragm to produce the signal for acoustic sowd- ._ ----- 
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inqs. His rocoivcr VP.S an'electromagnetic microphone 
which operated an indicator ofthe optical oscillograph 
tyx- Details of the units are given in Appendix A. 

A completely electrical system had many advantages,in 
the elimination ofTochanica1 accessories and the posei- 
bility of using poner directly from the aircraft supply. 
Honever, the output available from a single unit eras too 
ion for soundings except at ion altitudes, Nandillon at- 
tempted to overcome this difficulty 'by using multiple ele- 
ment loudspeakers. In practice such an arrangement r;as 
both cumbersome and heavy. The phatograph of figure 4 
shoving one of B,andillonts experimental installations il- 
lustrates this -Point. Nandillonls nork nas carried out 
as a secret investigation and no information on his exper-+ 
imental results is available. 

Jacquot a.nd Badin (references 4, 11, 18, 25) attacked 
the problem-of making accurate soundings at very lore alti- 
tudes. 

P 
Their apparatus rras completely electrical nith th-e 

emitter and receiver combined into -a sing10 unit. Instead 
of the usual short signal and an interval timer as the in- 
dicstor, they used a continuous signal with automati-c mod- 
ulation by the eoho. 

t 
In this scheme the sound sent out by an electrical 

v 
loudspeaker uas continuous unt-f-1 the echo reached the re- 
coiver. Vhen this occurred the signal RCLS autc?maticrlllLy d 
cut off and theTaker zremsLined silent until the end of 
the echo nave train reached the receiver, and then the 
loudopockor immediately started again. This resulted in 
equally suacod intervals of signal and silence. The dura- 
tion of those intervals nas directly proportiooeLto the . . 
altitude of‘the apparatus. Continuous indications vore 
given by an electrical motcr nhich measurod the frequency 
Of the automatic modulation. A brief description of the 
Jacquet-Dadin instrumont is given in Appoadix AiLI This in- 
strument had a nelght of 9 kilograms. NO actual test in- n 
formation is available but the scale graduations were car- 
rfed t-o a maximum alt-itude of 50 meters. The inventors 
have definitely limited thoir offorto to an instrument for . 

landing purFosos. . 

The Jccquet-Badln sonic altimeter is intoresting cs 
illustrating a non attack on the indicator problem. 3Ol7- 
e-vor, Lan instrument with such a ion operating rango nould 
ba of little USQ for the inportant function of dctocting 
tho ground as tu1 aiqlane dosconds from n, high altituda. 

Y 

* 
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4 In sane cases a sarning at 150 feet nould be helpful but 
the situation nould be nuch better if the varnfng occurred 
above.500 feet altitude. 

i 

. 

l 
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L. P. Delsasso, norking under a grant fron the Gug- 
genheim Fund for the Pronotion of Aeronautics, investi- 
gatcd certain phases of the sonic-altimeter problen (ref- 
erencas 4,.10, 26). His attention nasparticularly di- 
rected torrare geonetrical 8rrors af the sonic altimeter 
duo to aircraft speed, ground inclination, etc. He also 
analyzed the noise spectrum from aircraft and skied at- 
nosphoric effects on transmission of the signal. 

-I 
Dolsasso used a tuned diaphragm excited by a netihan- 

iczl b1oi-r as the SOUICQ of sound. His recaiver vas a dia- 
phragm nith an electrical contact pressed against the 
centor of the diaphragm controlling an indicating circuit. 
Tha nechanical parts vere so constructed that the receiver 
t?%s insensitive to noises from the aircraft but a aeak 
sound of the signal frequency caused an immediate break of 
the contact. A chronoscope of the type used in the FATH- 
OMETER ;larino sounder vats connected to the recefver. This 
instruncnt had a circular disk rotated at uniform speed 
Inside a scale graduated directly in altitude. An Ecuto- 
natlc control syston caused a signal to bo released oath 
tine tho neon tube passed the scale zero. A flash of the 
neon tube occurred when the echo caused a break of the 
rocoivor contacts and produced a voltage pulse in the out- 
put of a vacuum-tuba anplifior. Altitude could bo accu- 
rntoly dotcrninod from the position of.tho noon tube flash 
on the scale. 
dix A. 

Delsassofs apparatus is doscribed in Appen- 

- 

blinp 
Dolscsso*s sonic zltinator u-as installed on a Goodyoar 

2nd gave roliablo results as high as 350 fact and OS 
10-S 2s 4 feet. Tho coight of his apparatus is not given 
but this is of little inoortonce since ho nado no attenpt 
to pro&co a connorcicl instrunont. In partioular, hfs 
exporimonts shonod tho dosirabflitg of studying the effect 
of turbulonco on sound trangnission in tho atnosphore. 

Honry Hughes- ond Son hzvo started davelopnont nork 
on c sonic alttnotcr (roforoncos'30, 31). No cngincaring 
details are available for the apparatusJnhfch is apparent-- I 
1Y still in the experjaental stage. _-. I -. -- .._ 

Electroncustic G.n.b.H. of Riel, Gernany, have devel- 
oped c sonic .zltineter called the ECHOSCOPE for connercial 
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pUrpOseS -(references 27, 28). This instrument was used on 
the Hindenburg, and is to be Installed on the nerr Zeppelin 
LZ 130. 

The ECHOSCOPX uses a siren suspliod through a r~duc- 
ing valve from a compressed-air reservoir as the source 

* of sound. An elactronagnetic microphone acts as the sen- 
sitive element in the receivbg system and operates an 
electronechanical chronoscgpe through an anplifler. The 
chronoscope has a constant-speed motor which moves a poinf- 
er over the altitude scale. An electrical clutch system 
within the instrument starts the pointer from zero when 
the signal. is sent out and stops the pointer when the echo 
reaclres the receiver. The pointer is automatically re- 
turned to zero after each sounding and the cycle is re- 
peatod. Tro scales are provided for maximum altitudes of 
100 and 500 meters, respectively. In the lotver rang?, 
soundings are repeatod at 1.5-second intervals. This in- 
terval in increased to 7.5 seconds fn the high range. 
The change from onc.scalo to the.othor is nado by a man- 
ual-control knob. Further details of the equipment are 
given in Appendix A. 

The PCHOSCOPE gives soundings under normal conditions 
up to 600 to 1,000 feot rrith automatic indicat-ions. Above 
this limit the QchO becomes too meak to oporate the indi- 
cator but soundings can be carried out to greater dtituaes 

by Ustng earphones plugged into an outlet in the amplifier. 
In this case the chronoscope hand rotates cOntinUOUsly and 
altitudes are o'bserved by the nothod of visual-auditory 
cofncldonco. 

t 

i- 

An uncertainty of *l foot is claimed f-r the ECHOSCOPE 
on the basis of a precisfon of l/600 of a s-econd for the 
chronoscopo.' No mention is nado of the effect of the 0101 
of a second signal length on tho sounding process~ With 
the apparatus described, tho uncertainty in altitude should 
be snnll but a v,alue of fl foot appears to be an optinis- 
tic estinate. 

.- 

? 

Inclueing all air valves and ano-high-prossure storage 
cylinder but no nircs or.piping, the ECHOSCOPE weighs about 
60 pounds. The air supply is sufficient for 200 to 250 
soundings for the ion range with tho siren pressure at 4 
atmospheres. On the high-range scale a norkfng pressure 
Of 8 atmospheres fs used. mhic> reduces the number of sound- 
ings from one bottle to 125. These eH-guxes correspond t0 

i,~.,!.,. -; 

l 
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6 minutes and 15 minutes of contiiluous operation on the. 
lon- aid high-range scales, resyectivelg. Such a short 
period of operation rrill limit t3e usefulness of the .in- 
strument for general purposes. This difficulty can be 
eliminated by the installation of a compressor to replen- 
ish the* supply duriur'; flfght. * 1 

Alexander Askonasy (reference 29) &~applied for 
French patents on a sonic altfmeter using--automatic modu- 
lation of a continuous signal rrith indtcations from a fre- _ 
quency meter. He proposed to use a sound source driven 
from a vacuum-tube oscillator through a variable-gain an- 
plifier, TPhe gain of this amplifier nas to be controlled 
by t9e output fron a second amplifier connected to th-ere- 
ceiver in such a manner that a strong echo produced a neak 
signal and vice Versa. Vith th$s arrangement the signal 
could bo automatically modulated to any desired extant and 
the modulation frequency used for operation-of a frequency 
mot cr. Askonssy recognized the possibility of false ROLU- 
lation due to ground or p.tmosphoric condi'tions and iaclud- 
od an "automatic roluma control 11 to keep the output of the 
rccorving amplifier constant in spita of orratfc varia- 
tions in t3c echo intensity, Ho suggested that h metor to 

-- measure the amount of compensation requfred nould serve to 
ii?Aicete the nature of the ground surface. 

- 

There is no record that an instrument of the Askenasy 
type 178s actually constructed. 1d. Jacquet in a revien of 
Askenasyts pategt pointed out that the autonatic nodula- 
tion scheme had already been used in the Jacquet-Badfn 
sonic altimeter. Jacquet also shorted that an actual in- 
struneat would requ3.re a modulation of 100 percent and in 
this case the automatic volume control nould be useless. - 

PRESENT STATUS OF THE SONIC ALTIMETER 

Plate I is a tabular summary of information on sonic 
altinotor developnents as outlined in the previous sec- 
tion. Most.of this nork has been done during the last ten 
years, although Bohn had nadQ soundings fron an airship 
before 1925. 

On the basis of operating range, the Rice, Floriseon, 
Dubois-Laboureur, and the ECHOSCOPE sonic altimeters have 
approximately the same perfornance, i.e., roliablo opora- 
tfon up to an altitude of 500 to 1,000 feet tider ordinary 
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cruising conditions. By this same criterion the instru- i. 
ments of Behm, Wandillon, Jacquet-Badin, and Delsasso are 
inferior to those already listed. The naxinum working 
altitude con be considered as it rough measure of the ef- 
fectiveness of the sound source. It follons that conpressed- 
air whistles and sirens as used by Bite, Florisson, Dubois- 
Laboureur, and ECHOSCOPE are definitely superior to ne- - 
chanically excited dfaphragns, electrical loudspeakers, 
and pistols as used by the othor investigators. Vith the 
exception of'the pistol, all the sources have been de- 
signed to produce a signal of a constant frequency between 
1,500 and 3,500 cycles per second. Frequencies in this 
range make enough cycles possible in a short blast to per? 
nit good selectivity in the receiver rshether the human ear 
or a tuned.nicrophone is the sensitive element. In addi- 
tion, directive emitters, receiving horns, and filt-era of . 
small size can be designed with good efficiencies. - L 

Tho oar of a trained observer is the most sensit-i.ve 
and selbctivo detecting eloment. Both Rice and Florisson 
Used an ohsorver as a necessary link in their systems 
while the ECHOSCOPE provides for auditory reception when 
the ochos become too weak to operato the chronoscope di- 
rectly. Tho inaccuracies introduced by a human boing in 
nensurenents of short-tine intarvals with a r0tatin.g point-. 
er chronoscope established a lorrer limit to reliable sound- 
ings at about 20 feet, which corresponds to l/30 of a set- 
ond. Belori this, a trained observer can replace the chron- 
oscope readings by his judgment of time intervals. In 
spit-e of the advantages of auditory reception, any sonic 
altfmeter which requires more than a glance for the ob- 
server to obtain an accurate reading, is certainly unsat- 
isfactory as an aircraft instrument. 

The electromechanical chronoscopes of the BEHMLOT and 
the ECHOSCOPE, and the neon-tube chro.noscoPe .of-Delsasso 
all give direct .altitude information but require inspec- 
tion for several seconds for a reliable reading-on account 
of the intermfttent nature of the indication. The same 
remark applies to chronoscopes using optical indications 
such as Bandillonls instrument and the early Behm units. 
The Dubois-Laboureur and Jacquet-Badin electrical. chrono- 
scope systems give steady indications but are apparently 
still in the experimental stage. The only instrument. of- 
fered commercially which seems to have a continuously 
reading chronoscope is the CEJdA sonic altimeter manufac- 
tured undor Dubois-Laboureur and BonscareniGlazer patents. 
(See Appendix A.) No stress is placed on this point in 

II 

t 
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a the CSWA pamphlet used as the source of information, but 
the doscriptfon of the mechanism indicates that the only 
change in hand position between soundings would be that 
corresponding to tho actual variation in altitude. -, c- .; _- 

L 

Veight data on experimental apparatus is liabl'e to be 
deceptive since the instrument designs have s.eldom been ' 
refined and the allowance for fittings, tubes, wires, etc., 
will vary from one caoe to another, Some refinements dic- 
tated by experience will probably be in the direction of 
reduced weight so that the range of 30 to 60 pounds re- 
ported for the sonic altimeters which have given best re- 
sults, should include any satisfactory instrument built 
in the preaont state of the art. The ratio of maximum 
operating altitude under average cruising conditions t0 
total weight should give a reasonably good figure of merit 
for sonfc altinoter performance. The second column from 
the right-hand side of Plate I is devoted to this ratio 

. ' for various sonic altimeters. The +alues are approximate 
since there-is no assurance that the performance estimates 
mere nade under comparable conditfons. The Rice-General 
Electric 00. Instrument has the highest r.ecor.ded rat50 
with 48 feet altitude per pound of noight. The range T-n- -- 
formation is taken from a General Electric Co. informa- 
tion pamphlet nhich does not clearly state whether the 
value of 1,200 feet aas taken under cruising or gliding 
conditions, so this ratio may no,t be a true value. The 
corresponding neight.of 25 to 30 pounds for an installa- 
tion is for an improved form of the equipment described 
by Rice (reference 13), and is supplied mith compressed 

-- 

gas from one of the engine cylinders. This gfves the G. El 
instrument a decided advantage when compared with sonic 
altimeters nhich include a special compressor0 In a-da%- 
tion, the receiving system uses no amplifier but carried 
the echo to an observer through a simple tube system ahfch 
also g%ves a.neight advantage but reduces the usefulness 
of the instrument as compared toea direct reading chronow 
scope systam. u - .!- -=X : 7 I 

Bith the exception of the improved G. E. sonic alti- 
meter, the figures of merit for the various instruments 
fall into two classes. The Florisson (SCAM), Dubois- 
Laboureur (CEMA), and orfgfnal Rice sonic altimeters, and 
the EOHOSCOPB have figures of merit betneen-16 ana 20 feet; 
of altitude per pound of neeght. AS noted above, the val- 
Ues are approximate at best SO this good agreemetit iS 
probably fortuttlus. Tho BEHIdLOT and the-Racquet-Batin 
sonic altimeter have figures of merit of 9 and 8 feet of 
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altitude per pound of-veight, respectively, v.hich sh.ons 
that theso are less offectivo than the instruments first 
mentioned. At present the roost rofin-ed fnstrumonts are 
of European origin. 

FUTURE POSITION OF THE SONIC ALTIL1.IET'ER AS 

AN AIRCRAFT INSTBUKENT 

The last s8ction shoved that several sonic altimeters 
are nell bsyond th8 experimental stages. Pt--prosent, tho 
most refined designs are of European origin with four man- 
ufacturers aff8ring instruments for commercial use* Thoso 
companies are: 

(1) B&m-Echolct-Pabrik of Hiel, Germany. 

(2) Eloctroacustic of Kiel, Gorman;y. 

(3) Constructions ilcctro-X6caniquas dfdsnibres of 
Asni&res, France; 

(4) Soci6t'c de Condensation ct dlllpplications 
ilo'caniquos of-Paris, France. 

In the Uilited States, only the General Electric Com- 
pany of-Schenectady, Nen Fork, has announced the construc- 
tion of a sonic alt-imeter. 

. 

T 

r 

- 
1 

With the best of the instruments nom available, reli- 
able reading,s up to a limit betmeen 500 and 1,000 f88t aan 
b8 expected undar airplano cruisfng ponditions. The weight 
of a complete installation including an air compressor 17111 
probcbly be betvecn 50 and 75 pounds. Undoubtedly th8 
range can bc increased and the neight reduced by im?rovo- 
mats based on experience, but it is certain that tho son- 
ic altimeter 17111 renain a heavy inatrunont which nil1 
only operate at ion altitudes. 

Tfhen Rico started his sonic altimeter devglopnent in I 
1929, the blind-landing prohlen mas receiying ;?uch atte,n- = 
tion and there bias a strong'need for an instrument to in- 
dicate absolute--altitudes near the ,;round. Even though t 

Ricers efforts acre successful, his instrunant vas conpli- ' . 
cdoci and difficult to us8 nh8n conpared with the Hollsnm 
sansitive c,ltinetor which -Z&S introduced ia tho United 
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States about thfs tine. ' tie UB8 the BenBitiv0 altimeter 
for absolute indications, an aCCUrat8 compensation for 
baronetric pressure at the ground level sas required but 
the radio supplied the pilot with this infornation and 
the adjustment nas very sinpl.e. In the natural course of 
events the sonic altfneter deV8$.OpI38nt was drOpp8d and the 
s8nsitiv8 altineter was included in the -8quipnent of all 
airplanes used for blind flying. For ordinary operation 
over 8StabliShed air youtes,.the 88nSitiV8 dtfneter has 
pfoved t0 b8 entirely adequate but there have b08n a nun- 
ber of accid8nts which night have b8en prevented by the 
US8 of S0nf.C altimeters in airplanes. In generaI, the 
sonic altfneter nould b8 ValUabl8 in any case of I3a.d vi@- 
Sbilfty nhen the pilot approaches the ground away fron an 
ostablishod airport either fntehtionally or by accident. 

- For oxanple, ff noda assist in preventing collfsions afth 
the ground during flights over nountaiYoXiT7:ountry by giv- 
ing the pilot a definite warning of-rising ground beneath 
hfn in tine fbE hfn to clinb over the obstruction br3hange 
his course. Over certain types of torrain it moda be 
possible to fly by instrunents at a safe altitude Of se?- 
era1 hundred feat with the sonic altineter replacing Vi- 
sion as a neans for naintain.ing contact nith the ground. 
Prominent landmarks on the ground such as hill8 and Val- 

18~~ could be ideatffied by no$icing the rf88‘and fall Of 
sonic altinotcr readings in relation to indtcations from 
the baromotrfc altimeter. This general nethod has‘long 
boon Used with the marine de@th finder as an aid-to-E%vi- 
gation. In descants from higher altitudes t-o%a??d a low 
ceiling:, the sonic altimeter would be -a-definite safety 
factor, espoci~~~ly ov8r unknown terrain. At any tine the 
sonic altimeter would gfv8 an independent check on adjust- 
ments Of the 88nSitiVe altimeter. ‘7 

Brdefly summar5zed, the function of the sonic altim- 
eter mould b8 to Bupplement the baronetifc sensitive al- 
tineter in all operations and to increase the safety of 

L lowaltitude operations both fn oraina%y ana emergency sit- 
uations. The future status of th8 son&c altimeter as an 
aircraft instrument will depend upon the answer to a sin- 

c gle question: IS THE SONIC ALTIMETER SUFFICIENTLY USEFUL s TO JUSTIFY ITS WEIGHT AND COMPLICATION? In th8 paat the 
answer has been definitely NO, but rrith the increase fn 

w size of airplanes and improvements in sonic altimeters, it 
S@~LIB that the question should be reopened and settled by 

. actual fleght tests under service conditions. Certainly, 
ff a sfngle accident could be prevented bg a sonic altfm- 
eter, a throough investigation noaid be anply justified. . - 
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OUTLINE OF SUGGESTED SONIC ALTIMETER TESTS 
l 

The slight tests suggested in the last section should 
be carried out vith. one of the sonic altimeters already 
developed. If thess tests show that the instrument -has 
sufficient promise, a further.project should be devoted to 
modifications leading finally to manufacture of sonic al& 
timetors in the United States. 

The choice of equipment for sonic altimeter tests is 
limited to the five developments listed at the beginning 
of this section. The General Electric and Florisson-son- 
ic altimotors aro elimingttod by.their use of the method of 
acoustic-visual coincidence which is unsuited for a rou- 
tin0 aircraft instrument. The rango of-the BEHMLOT is too 
small for satisfactory tests, nhich removes this instru- l 

mont from consideration. The ECHOSCOPE and the CEMA sonic 
altimeters have boon reduced to practical instruments by 
refinements based on actual experience. Both use compact * 
siren units for the signal, and an eloctromagnetHc micro- 
phone with selective amplifiers as the receiving system. 
In this regard, the CEEMA air-compressor supply has a defi- 
nite advantage over the air-storage tank of the ECHOSCOPE 
for long periods of operation. Actually, a compressor 
could bo fittod into the ECHOSCOPE system while the mind- 
drSvon compressor of the CEMA mould probably have to be 
fitted with an aloctric motor drfvo. The indicators of 
the two instrumonts are vary similar except that the CEMA 
unft apparently ,@voe a continuous reading while the 
pointer of the ECHOSCOPE returns to zero betmoon SUCCOs- 
sivo soundings. Either of those instruments should be sat- 
isfactory for the contemplated flight tests. 

Y 

z 

OUTLTNE FOR A SUGGESTED INVESTIGATION OF THE VALUE OF THE 

SONIC ALTIMETER UNDER MODERN OPERATING CONDITIONS 

A systematic investigation of-the performance of the 
sonic altimeter is suf;g;estod to dotermine whether or not 
this instrument should be included in the oquipmont of 
modern aircraft. A preliminary outline of the steps 5n 
such a project is given below: 

(1) Purchase of a commercial sonic altimetor which 
incorporates tllo essential foaturas required 

. 
. 
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in an aircraft instrument for routine use. 
Eithor the ICHOSCOPE or the CEMA sonic altim- 
star would bo suitable for this purposo. Tho 
manufacturer should be requested to furnish 
all the information available on the perform- 
ance of the component parts of his instrument. 

_._ 

(2) Investigation of the performance charz+cteristics 
of the instrument chosen. This investigation 
should examine the folloming points nhere reli- 
able data-have not been received from the menu- 
facturer: 

(a> 

(b) 

Frequency analysis of sound from emitter. 

Sound infonsity distribution measured at 
various angles with the emitter under 
conditions similar to those of actual 
operation. 

Total sound power from the emitter by in- 
tegration from the results of (b). 

Input porrer requirod to operato the emitter. 

Sensitivity of tho receiving microphone 
and horn system to sounds of various fre- 
quencies. 

Sensitivity of the complete receiving sys- 
tem to sounds of various frequencies. 

Operating characteristics of the indicat- 
ing chronoscope, i.e., input required for 
operation, timing errors, etc. 

(3) Installation of the sonic altimeter in a typical 
modern airplane of suitable size. 

(411 Systematic investigation of the sonic altimeter 
performance over a wide rrnge of rreathor condi- 
tions and nith difforont types of terrain. This 
part of the invsstigation should have two as- 
pacts: 

(a) Quantitative measurements by an obsorvsr 
using an oscillograph or similar recording 
instrument to make continuous records of 
echo intensity. 
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(b) Observations nade by an experienced pilot 
(preferably flyfng "mder the hqod") as 
to the value of the sonic altfnoter in 
actual practice. 

Detailed report on the rosulte of the invosti- 
gation to include Am ~. 

(a) Roconnendation to either extend the use of 
the sonic altinoter by test installations 
on a nunbsr of airplanes in actual service 
or to drop the instrunant fron further 
consideration. 

(3) Reconmondations far Inprovcments in tho 
sonic nltirnoter in case it-is decided to 
continue the work. 

--. 

i 
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PART II 

. 

THEORETICAL ASPECTS OP THE SONIC ALTIMETER PROBLEM 

INTRODUCTION 

Acoustic measurements of altitude depend upon the use 
of a sender-rece-Qrer combination able to produce signals 
and .to d&initely detect the corresponding echoes in the & 
presence of aircraft noise. The system must indicate th-e 
time interval betneen the signal -and the echo. One of the 
problems in a practical instrument is the correlamon of 
thfs time indication nfth the actual altitude. The time 
interval depends only on the velocity of sound and the 
length of,the sound path. Sound velocity varies nith tem- 
perature and humidity while the sound path for .a g.iven- --- - 
altitude depends upon the inclination of the flight path 
nith respect to the ground, the aircraft speed, and the 
relative positions of the sender and the receiver in the 
aircraft. Since the establishment of en altitude scale on 
the chronoscope dial require6 that a single altitude be 
assigned to each time interval, some set of standard con- 
ditions must be chosen for the calfbratfon ef a given in- 
strument. 

--- 
Once the instrument has been calibrated,, the 

indicated altitude as read from the dial nil1 not be equal ---mm-- --v 
to the actual altitude if the existing conditions vary 
from thsstand~rdconditfons. In the discussion nhfch 
fOll0-Z6, any difference betneen indicated and actual alti- 
tudes ail1 be expressed as a ratio and called an error -me-' 
The problems of calibration and the various types of er- 
rors are considered in Section I. - ---- -. - -.-- 

Craft 
During flight over sloping ground and nhen the afr- 

cl4nbs or descends, the flight path sill be inclened ~ 
-- 

to the ground surface. Such a condition ha6 tno effects 
on the operation of a sonic altimeter: first, .the fre- 
quency of, the echo is different from the signal frequency 
due to the\Dougler Effect and, second, the indicated alti- mm---- 
tude differ6 from the actual altitude nhen the echo fs re- 
coived. Ibe error duo to an inclined flight path is stud- 
ied in Section I and the Doppler Effect is considered 9n 
Section II. 

The production and propagation of the signal and the 
reception of the echo present prbbfemsk-hich belong to 
the field of acoustics. Section Ii1 is devoted to a 'brief 
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study of each component part of the sonic altimeter from 
this standpoint. An estimate of the probable limitations 
is made for Qach casQ. 

SBCTIOX I - ERRORS OF THE SONIC ALTIMETER 

Calibration of --the sonic altfmotor involvos a geomot- ----- 
ricnl study of the sound path. Since .somo dofinito sot of 
conditions must be chosen, it is logical to- choose the 
simple case of lovol flight over level ground with the 
sound propagated in straight lines. The essential foa- 
tures of this problem are shonn in figure 1. Sound from 
the- sender S travels over tno sfdes of a triangle and 
back to the receiver R. During the sound transit,the 
aircraft nfth velocity has movod over a distant-e vt 
nhere t fs the time bel;een the signal and the echo. 
In computing the sound path the distanos .d, 'betrJQen the 
sender and receiver must bkadded ar subtracted, depend- 
ing upon nhethor the receiver is ahead of or behind the 
sondo??, By a simplo application .of. the lam of squares, 
the actual pltitudcxin terms of the other variables is a- 
given by the equation 

nhero c is the actual velocity of sound and ha i6 tho 
actual altitude. Vhen the chronoscope has been calibrated 
for the standard condit-tons co and v. the indicated -- 
altitude hi, as read directly from the instrument for 
any time interval t nil1 bo 

w 

It follons that tho indicated altitude is equal’to thQ acy 
tual altitude only under calibration conditions. For any 
other conditions tho ratio of actual to indicated altitude 
is -. 

. 

- 
- - 

. 

l 

- 

. 

+ .- 

_ 

. 
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The value of sound velocity selected for calfbration pur- 
poses nil1 depend upon the average atmospheric conditions 
under nhich a given instrument is to be used. On the oth- 
er hand the aircraft velocity used in the calibration 9s 
arbitrary and can be chosen either to give strictly COP 
rect readings at some one apeed or to minimize errors over. 
a range of oper'ating conditions. The errora due to varf- 
ations from calibration conditions vi11 be discussed beloB. 

errors, Tinilw due to uncertainties in measurements 
by the chronoscope, nil1 affect the indicated altitude 
directly as shonn by equation (2). This error in the time 
fnterval.nil1 usually be of approxfnately constant nagni- 
tude independent of the length of the time interval being 
measured. For an unskillsd observer using t&e nethod of 
acoustic-visual coincidence, the timing error can have a?i 
ardor of magnitude of'-I-0.10 of a second (reference 33), 
rrhile a good eloctromechanitial chronoscope will give a 
precision of f0.001 of a second (reference 11). If the 
sinpliffod case of calibration conditions with sound ve- 
locity equal to 1,125 feet per second and 

is considerad, the indfcaCod altitude becomes 
--- 

hi 
= ha * A t2 % --- _.-._- (5) 

nhen the timing arror is At (At is taken positive if 
the indfcated interval is longer than the actual interval). 
A plot of tha,ratio of actual altitude to indicated alti- 
tuda vs. actual altitude fs given in figure 5 for three 
Values of At. The curvas show that a timing error of 
&O.OO?. of a second nil1 give substantially correct readinga 
do-on to an actual altitude of 5 feet, while a timing error 
of f0.1 of a second fntroduces altitude errors larger than 
20 percent for all altitudes belon 250 feet. The best 
sound sources used in sonic altineters up to the present 
time produce signals rhich last about 0.01 second, SQ that a 
the tine intervals to be neasured by the chronoecope should 
be defined tith an uncertainty less than this amount. In 
practic6 it should be possible to keeg chronoscope timing 
errora betneen 0.001 and 0.01 of a secdnd so the altl%iide 
errors rrill be less than 20 percent down to an'actual al- 

- 
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titude of-rabout 10 feet. In any case the largest timing 
errors discussed here can be neglected for all altitudes 
greater than 200 feet. 

Errors due to variations in sound velocity act on the -I--- --e-m 
indicated altitude as shown by equation (3). Assuming 
that the aircraft is flying at the calibration speed, the 
terms under the radicals are substantially equal since 
the p-ercentage variations in sound velocity are small. 
The ratio of actual to indicated altitude will thus b6 the 
same as the ratio of actual sound velocity to the calibra- 
tion value of sound velocity. 

Sound velocity is determined by the temperature and 
composition of the atmosphere as given by the nell-known 
equation (reference 32), -! 

C J 
Y Rg T 

= --- 
m 

where 

Y = specific heat at constantJressure ---1--------- --- 
specific heat at constant volume 

.Rg = universal ea.6 constantc - - 

T = absolute temperature, 

- - 
- 

l 

.- 

_- 
. 

m = molecular weight of 'afr , 

Over the range encountered in practice, the ratio of spe- 
cific heats can be considered a&constant (reference 34) 
SO that equation (6) combined rrfth equation (3) under the 
stated conditfons gives .--- - --- - 

mhere the Q subscripts refer to calibration temperature 
and molecular neight, respectively. Thus a 2-percent ~a- 
riation in the ratio of absolute temperature to molecular 
neight will cause only a l-percent error- in altitude And%- ~ 
cations, -.- --- 

Over the extreme range between saturated air at 4Oo C. 
(104' F.) and air with 20 percent relative humidity at 
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-200 c. (-4O F.), the change in mclecular nefght is about 
3 percent, which corresponds to a 1.5-percent error in hi. 
Since the conposition of the afr is substant3.ally c&istant 
except for moisture content (reference 34). the effect of 
humfdity on sound velocity can be neglected under operat- 
ing conditions. 

The average operatfng temperature nil1 be near 290' C. 
Kelvin (63' F.), so that a change of 6' C. (10.8' F.) rep- 
resents a variation of about 2 percent and has an effect of 
1 percent on indicated altitude. Assuming that the extreme 
range of temperature encountered in practice is 60' C., 
sonic altimeter indications nil1 vary about 10 percent from 
this cause. It would be easfly possi'ble to incorporate ei- 
ther an autonatic or a nanual. correctfon on the chronoscope 
dial to correct for temperature changes. ._- _ - --- 

Se-oar&ion bet-n the sending and recoi.vi&g units I- -- 
mill affect the calibration relation at altitudes where 
a/t is of the sane order of magnitude as the aircraft ve- 
locity V. (See equation (I).) This effect has been stud- 
ied in detail by Schreiber (reference 9). Schreiberls gen- 
eral method was used in the treatment presented below. 

If it is assumed that the sonic altinetirr is calibrat- 
ed nithout consideration of aircraft veldcity or unit SOP- 
aration effects, i.e., under the condition of equation (41, 
equation (3) becones L.>. .-_ -- P 

(8) - 
where 

VO co = -- . 
CO 

- -. . 

I 
Figure 6 is a plot of equation (8) for various values of. 
the calibration aircraft speed/sound velocity. The curves 
show that for altitudes over four times the separatfon 
distanGe and aircraft velocities less than 0.2,of sound 
velocity, errors due to the separation have no appreciable . 

. effect. Eovever, for altitudes equal to or less than the 
separation, the errors become large. Obviiously, it is 
possible to correct the altftude scale for the separation - error in a given installation. The separation effect can 

M become important at lam altitudes mith installations.in 
large air_qlanes nhere the sender and receiver are placed 
many feet apart G-order to reduce 'direct acous%ic fnter- 

c f erence. . 
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A_frcraft velocity will affect the ratio of actual al- 
titude to indicated altitude as shown by equation (3). It 
has already been shomn that the effect of sender-receiver 
separation can be neglected at altitudes much greater than 
the separation. This is equivalent to neglecting d/t in 
comparison to v so that equation (3) can be written as 

nhere 

CT= 
actual aircraft velocity -1---L------ 
calibration sound velocity 

Equation (9) is plotted in figure 7 for the case of actual 
sound velocity equal to aalibration sound velocity. Three 
valuas of calfbration air spsed are considered. The curves 
show that up to values equal to 0.4 of sound velocity, the 
effect of aircraft speed on indicated altitude is less 
than 4 percent. 

Errors due to inclination of the flight uath bra I--- ------- --- 
caused by the continuous variation of the sound path 
length and the distance above the ground during the sound 
transit interval. This inclination can be due either to 
sloping ground or to altitude changes of the aircraft 
nithout affecting the theoretical treatment. The actual 
altftude to be used in comparison with the indicated alti- 
tude can reasonably be chosen as that which exists when 
the ec$o is received. Delsasao (reference 26) has studied . 
this problem and ha‘s given a correction plot for various 
angles. The treatment nhich follows is substantially the 
same as that of-Delsasso, 

I 

. 

Figure 8 shoms the essential geometrical features of 
the inclinad path problem. It is assumed t_hat the neces- 
sary adjustments to sender and receiver angles have been 
made to insure a satistiatory reception of the echo. A 
signal is emitted when the sender is at S and is received 
at R after traveling over tho path SOR. The angle be- 
tmeen the flight path and the ground is called 'a and is 
taken as pbsitive when the nircraf t is approaching the 
ground surface. IJegZecting the separation between the 
sender and receiver, the aircraft tvill move the distance 
SR in a time t. In this same time the sound pulse must 
travel over th-e path SOR. The problem is simplified by 

c 

. 
. 

- 
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addition of the mirror fmage sioILt to, the actual sound 
path. In the complete ffgure thus formed, the length of 
the sound path is SB' which is equal to ct. The line 

'RR! is equal ta twice the actual altitude when the echo 
is received. Applying the lav of cosines to the triangle 
SB'R gives 

4haa = (ct)2 f (d)a.,- 2 (ct) (vt) CO8 6 (10) 

Equation (10) can be written 

-. 

ha = 9 1 -I- aa " 20 CO8 0 

The next step is to detepmfne 6 in term8 of a by again 
applying the lam of cosines to the triangle SRtR to ob- 
tain 

(ct12 = (4ha)' + (vt)e - 2 (2ha) (vt) Cos y- _- (12) 

Eliminating ha betm80n equ&tfons (10) and- (12) and using 
the relation cos Y = - sin ot from figure 8 gives: 

* 

- 
. 

CO8 e = 6 C 00 s2 afsina $- 
( 

. * (13) co@ a >3 
The desired expression for actual altitude is reached by 
substituting the value of cos 8 from equation (13) into 
equatibn (11). 

a -- --- 

ha = fi 
2 J 

1 f cr2 - 2crs 
II. 

co '33 a f sin a - cos* cc 
h )I 
(14) -- 

If the effect of sender-receiver aeparation is neg- 
lected, the ratfo of actual to indicated altitude in an 
instrument for level flfght over level ground becomes 

1 -I- '32 - 
ha C 

I- 

2G2 -[case-C-sin ffi (3 - .:a)Q1 

g=c, 
-I_- 

1 L Co2, 
(15) -- 

In this squatfon the proper sign has been chosen for 
sin cc to fit the convention adopted above. 

The curves of figure 9 are plotted from equation- (?%> .- 
1 I..- 
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to show the effect of flfght-path inclination at various 
aircraft speeds (calibration-sound velocity has been as- 
sumed). flith the aircraft flying toward a Slope, the ac- 
tual altitude ail1 always be less than the indicated alti- 
tude. The reverse situation exists ahen the.aircraft 
flies anay from a slope. In the limiting case of a flight 
path directly tonard the ground surface, the indications 
would be about 40 percent high nith an aircraft speed equal 
to half the velocity of sound. For a 45' slope the 8rror 
in indicated altitude twill be 20 percent for an aircraft 
speed equal to 0.3 the velocity of sound and about 8 per- 
Cent for an aircraft speed 0.1 of sound velocity. The erm 
rors decrease rapidly as the angle of inclination beCOmeS 
less. Bith normal landing speeds and glide paths less 
than 20°, the ef-feet of inclination on ths indicated altie 
tude mill be smaller than 5 psrcent. Thess results show 
that for ordinary conditions the 8rrors due to path incli- 
nations can be neglected. 

DISCUSSION OF ERRORS IN THE SONIC ALTIMETER 

The foregoing discussion has shown that if time inter- 
vals can be measured by a sonic altimeter system with an 
uncertainty less than 0.01 of a second, errors of all 
types can be reduced to negligible size except near the 
ground. Altitudes below 30.feet are.more difficult to 
measure but by a special calibration taking into account 
the separation betrveen the sender and the receiver in a 
given installation, accurate indications can be carried 
lower. Ultimately the length of the signal mill become 
the factor which determines the lower operating limit. 
This phase of the problem must b8 attacked by design 
changes rather than as a matter of calibration. 

In general, the inherent errors of a properly designed 
sonic altimeter are so small that the indications Can be 
used 17ith complete confidence under operating conditions. 

SECTIOB II - DOPPLER EFFECT DUE TO INCLINATION OF 

THE FLIGHT PATH 

Delsasso has analyzed the effect of an inclined flight 
path on the frequency of the echo nhen a constant frequency 
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sound source is used (reference 26). The treatment out- 
lined belon is taken directly from Delsasso's mark. 

A sound of frequency ns sent out by the source at 
S nould have a wave length of A, if the source were 
stationary; that is, one cycle would be completed in a 
distance 8qUal to As. For acoustfc sounding purposes 
only the sound sent out in the directfon SO is important. 
The source has a velocity component v COS 6 in this di- 
rection, so that the distance for on8 complete cycle be- 
COIilQS 

%%I - 2LS!B-&=-- c - v cog-g = h 0 (16) 
nS . nE? 

nhich is th8 vrave length A,, that would be detected by 
a stationary observer at 0. The corresponding frequency 
nO' is - .._ - . 

c! C -- no = i;- = ns c I v cos 6 W) 
0 

If the angle @ is less than 90° the afrcraft mill have a 
velocity component away from 0 along the direction OR 
equal in magnitude to v cos @. On the aircraft, the re- 
ceived frequency ng, wfll b8 reduced in the rat+0 of the . . 
velocity of a point on the sound 

iv- * i 
vave pest the recefv8r 

t0 the vQlOCfty Of sound in fr88 air, i.e., 

ns c (c - v co6 fb.) 
nR= ------- (c - P cos 6) c 

nhich can be nritten as 

nJ3 
= ns L-Z-SLGCOSQ 

1 - cr CO8 8 (19) 

Thfs relation is nore useful if 0 and i9 are 8xpreSSed 
in terns of a. By a process like that used to determfne 
6 as a function of CG (see equat%on (13)), CO8 # can 
be written as 

c,o s (3 = cr [ co sa a 3~ sin cc ( 1 
CT" 

- CO82 a 3 ‘I (20) / 
IVhen the expressions of equations (13) and (20) are sub- 

- 
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stituted fox COB 8 and co6 @ in equation (19) the .re-- 
suit is 

4 . _ 

1 - aa cosa a-f D sin a (1 - ~9 COB 
nR = ns - --m--m- 

l - Da COB a 
.-; (21) 

a - a sin a (1 - 0' cos2 a) 

nhere the signs have been adjusted to the convention for 
U. 

Using the expression for nR Delsasso shons that the 
ratio bet:loen the received and emitted frequencies 7 = 
nR/nS of equation (21) can be reduced to the form 

(22) 

A Folar plot of 11 as a function of a for various 
Values of 0 is given in figure 10, For aircraft veloci- 
ties about 0.1 of sound velocity the increase in echo fre- 
quency produced by flying tomard sloping ground is small, 
being only 20 percent for flight directly toward the ground. 
However, for the higher aircraft velocities the effect is 
much more pronounced; for example, with an aircraft veloc- 
ity equal to 0.3 sound velocity flying tomard a 30' slope 
will produce a 40-percent increase in the received fre- 
quency as compared to the emitted frequency. 

The Doppler effect has no direct effect on altitude 
measuromonts but it becomes very important if a tuned re- 
ceivor is to be used for the echo. If the tuning is mado 
too sharp in an attompt to increase sensitivity, a rela- 
tively small slope in the ground or even .a steep glide 
may shift the received frequency to such an extent that 
the echo can no longer be detected. On the other hand, if 
some provision is made for manually tuning the receiver 
in accord mith a suggestion made by Delsasso, it might be 
possible not only to maintain the receiver sensitivity but 
even to nako a good estimate of the ground slope below th-e 
airplane. The inportanco of these suggestions nil1 have 
to be determined by service tests. 

. 
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SECTION III - ACOUSTICAL PROBLEMS OF THE SONIC ALTIMETER 

INTRODUCTIOE 

Acoustical principles deternine the perfornance of 
sound sources and receivers for the sonic altineter. 
Acoustics nust also be considered in timing the interval 
betneen the signal and the echo since a minimun number of 
cycles is required in each blast for a satisfactory detec- . 
tion of tho signal in the presence of aircraft noise. The 
intensity losses due to spreading and absorption during 
propagation of the signal also require treatment by neth- 
ads of sound theory. A brief study of these various prob- 
lems xvi11 bo given below to suggest the important linita- 
tions rather than to present a conplete treatment. 

-- -.._- 
Figure 11 shows the assential parts of a sonic altiae- 

ter system. A source of energy is connected to some-type 
of transducer for converting mechanical, electrical, or 
compressional energy into sowa. Tho energy is controlled 
by a tiner which permits a short signal at definite inter- 
vals. Since the transducer must have a very high sound- 
porror output, it is necessary to use some type of'horn or 
reflector to give efficient coupling and to confine-the 
energy in a properly directed cone. 
left the sender, 

Once the signal has 
the effects of absorption in tho air and 

at the ground surface must be honaideroa. A second trans- 
--,=-elenent in the receiver must convert the energy Col- ducin- 

lscted fron the echo by a horn or reflector into electric- 
ity which can be amplified to operate the chronoscope. 
Since the original sound energy is first coriverted into 
mechanical energy and finally into electrical energy, the 
filtering systen to reduce aircraft-noise affects can have 
acoustical, mechanical, and electrical elements or may be 
a combination of .a11 three. The chronoscope is connected 
to the sending and receiving systems and nust be fitted to 
the requirenents of both. The discussion below rrill con- 
sider each of these parts of the problem and finally make 
an ostinate of the thooroticalfy pc-s3fble peffornance of 
a sonic altineter. ; - -2__. 

CHROBOSCOPE 

- 

The 'device for tining the signal-echo interval nil1 
be considered first since the problems involved are nechan- 
ical rather than acoustical. 
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Chronoscoues of various types have beon deecribod in ---- 
the sections on sonic altimeters nhich have already been 
constructed. A good general discussion of the subject is 
given by Dubois and Laboureur (reference 19). It has been 
noted that the oscillographic instrunents of Behn, Floris- 
son, and Nandillon and tho neon, discharge-tube arrange- 
ment used by Dolsasso are all capable of measuring tine 
intervals with an uncertainty less than 0.001 second. 
However, those devices depend upon an optical signal which 
requires that the pilot be looking at the dial when the 
echo is racoived. The autonatic-roading elsctronechanical 
chronoscopes used in the BEHNLOT (reference 8) and the 
ECHOSCOPE (reference 28), are better than the oscillo- 
graphic type fron this standpoint, but still have the dis- 
advantage that the pointer returns to zero betneen sound- 
ings. No quantitative information on the precision of 
these iastrunents is given beyond the statement that the 
ECHOSCOPE can neasure l/600 of a second. 

Chronoscopes have long been used in the science of 
psychology to neasure reaction tines and have received 
their highest state of developncnt in this field. Descrip- 

. tions of nodern electromechanical chronosoopes have been 
given by Max (reference 35) and Dallenbach (references 36 
and 37). The uncertainty in measuring short tina inter- 
vals is of the order of 0.001 second. The discussion of 
timing errors in the so.nic altimeter has already shown 
that a precision of 0.001 second will be conplctely satis- 
factory for,neasuring signal-echo intervals. At present 
the electromechanical chronoscope must be reset for each 
new reading. Hotvever, the addition of a nechanisn similar 
to that used in chrononetric tachoneters nil1 nake contin- 
uous reading possible. The internittent action of both in- 
strunents is essentially the sane so that the necessary 
refinenents should not be difficult. 

Electrical chronoscmes have distinct possibilities -- 
in that the precision and sensitivity can be easily con- 
trolled in an instrunent with no noving parts except the 
indicating hand. Dubois and Laboureur (ref.erences 19 and 
38) have devoted considerable effort toward the develop- 
nent of the tine constant circuit type of chronoscope 
nhfch is described in Appendix A. Since tho tine of their 
reported Fork, many new electronic circuit elements have 
becone available. In particular, it would be an advantage 
to replace the sinple neon tube-control elenents by nodern 
grid-controlled discharge tubes such as the General Elec- 
tric Thyretron. The future status of-the electrical 

. 

. 
I 

a 
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chronoscope mill depend upon a balance between convenience 
in operation and the necessity of close voltage control in 
a circuit whose elenents nay be subject to aging effects 
and sensitive to vibration. 

Electrical frequency meters have received nuch atten- I- 
tion during the last few years. Hunt (reference 39) and 
Vheatoroft and Haley (reference 40) have described direct- 
reading frequency meters based on nodern electronic tech-. 
nique. This type of instrument seens to have good possf- 
bilities as the chronoscope unit for sonic altineters of 
the modulation types as described by Jacquet and Badfn 
(reference 18). 

At the present tine the electromechanical chronoscope 
seems to be best adapted for use ia the sonic altineter. 
The precision of this instruneat can be nade so high that 
it does not limit the accuracy of altitude measurements in 
any may and it seems to have withstood the test of actual 
service in a number of instaliations. Chronoscopes of the 
electrical type shon considerable pronise but xvi.11 require 
developnent before they are conpletely satisfactory. In 
any case, there is always the rotating hand-human observer 
combination with excellent sensitivity but low precision 
in tine neasurenent. 

SOME RELATIONS FROM THE THEORY OS' SOUND 

The theory of sound deals with small displacements of 
particles in a-continubue nedium. Figure 12 shows the es- 
sential features of the sound problem for the simplified 
Case of a plane wave, When no disturbance is present, all 
the particles in planes at, right angles to the x-axis are 
at rest in their equilfbriun positions. Vhen these parti- 
cles are disturbed by a pressure gradient in the naterfal, 
all the particles in a thin slice are displaced a distance 

* g from the equilibrium and resist the motion by their Orh 
inertia react.ion. A derivation of the pave equation for 

M sound is outlined in Appendix B and the solution is given 
. for the case of a sinusoidal rave. It is noted that the 

relations connonly used in sound theory are based on the 
assumption of a disturbance so small that the density and 

.' pressure changes are negligibly snali fractions of the a+ 
tual values. In this case of an ~~infinitesinaln disturb- . 
ante, the wave will naintain the sane shape as it is prop- 
agated through the mediun. On the other hand, if the pres- 

r 
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sure and density changes are too large, a wave mill change 
its shape during propagation. This fact is important for 
sonic altimeter nork since it places a limit to the amount 
of sound power at a single frequency which can be sent out 
fron a source of given size. If this limit is exceeded, 
a part-of the energy mill be lost in higher harmon-its 
which cannot be detected by a tuned and filtered receiving 
system. 

Derivattons of the sound-theory relatfons which are 
useful for sonic altimeter purposes are carried through in 
Appendfx B. The, quantities of most interest in waves of 
sinusoidal form are: 

P is the root mean square pressure change due to a 
sound mavo; called excessxressure or mund --- 
pressure. ---- 

t m, amplitude of particle displacement due to th-e 
sound Vave. 

I, average rate.of transfer of sound energy across 
unPt- area of the nave front; called intensity. ---I_ 

In the succeeding discussion p mill be-measured in bars 
(one;bar is equal to onra dyne per square centimeter), dis- 

placement-s will be measured in centimeters, and intensity 
mill be given in natts per square centimeter. The rela- 
tion betrreen intensity and sound pressure is 

I: Pa = --- watts per square centimeter (23) 

PO 
c 10' 

I 

* 

nhere p. is the density in grams per cubic centimeter 

and C, velocity of sound iin centimeters per second 

JJor the case of normal barometer (760 millimeters of m-er- . 

cury) and a temperature of 20° C., the value of PO c is 
42. Figure 13 shams the curves for sound pressure, parti- . 
cle displacement, and particle acceleration as functions . 
of intensity. 

. t ,,-a@ range of intensities chosen is very 
high compared-t;5 those encountered in ordinary sounds 

- since it is desired to illustrate the extremely high ac- - 
celerations which would be necessary to obtain high out- - 
puts from small-size radZati.ng arcas. For purposes of . -- 
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comparison, it can be noted that the maximum intensity a 
human being can endure without injury to the hearing or- 
garis, is about 0.001 watt per squaro centimeter. For a 
sound pressure of 0.1 atmosphere, the variation of the co- 

> efficient in the wave equation mhfch gfves the velocity 
of sound (seo Appendix B) will have the same order of mag- 
nftude. This great a change tiould certainly be accompa- 
nied by considarable energy losses from the effective sig- 
nal frequancy. Using.the intensity corresponding to a 
sound pressure of 0.1 atmosphere taken from the curve as a 
tentative limit, the maximum sound intensity in any pas- 
sage of a practical sound source would be-8 watts per 
square centimeter. This intensity corresponds to an accel- 
eration 4 x lo4 times gravity. 

-- 
Since the curves are 

plotted on the basis of simple sound theory the values 
nilli-~eeaapprbxinateIoe;ii-. 

-c"r 
However, the difficulty of in- 

partiing such motions o a mechanical system is O%T~OUS. 
The actual limit of efficient operatton for any given 
sound source would have to be determgned by experiment, SO 
it is 'impossible to do more than indicate the nature of 
the action 'to be expec.ted. 

*- 
The general subject of acoustic losses in high inten- 

sity sound waves has been treated by pay (reference 41) 
and Thuras, Jenkins, and O'Neil (reference 42). 

EFFECT OB SPREADING ON SOUND INTENSITY 

If the output from a source of sound is confined to 
a cone nhose apex 5s the source, the same amoant of en- 
ergy nil1 flov across surfaces irhich increase in area with 
the square of distance fron the source. This is no longer 
true if losses due to absorption are taken into account. 
Rice (reference 13) has partfcularly considered the sffect 
of spreading on the sonic altimeter problem and describes 
many actual neasurements on.souna intensfties from vari- v 
ous sources. In Appendix B it is shown that)if spreading 
alone is consfderea, the relationship between sound pres- 
sure, actual altitude, and poner of the source is: 

where 

J 
-. -.- 

It 
P =13*cz9 --_I 

l- CO8 a <24) * - 
. 

-- 
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P 

n 

A 

6 

is in feat\ 

is in bars 
-. 

is in vatts 

is in half angle of the cone of sound 
-\ 

is the angle between cone axis and the 
vertical P 

In general, the requirement to be fulfilled is that a 
certain minimum sound pressure must exist in the echo from 
the signal in order to--produce a definite response from 
the receiving system. Thus the essential design problem. 
in a source-of sound is to achieve the largest possible 
output confined to a narrow beam; i.e., t-o make If large, 
and A small. The angle 6, between the cone of sound 
and the vertical should be sot to produce the best possf- 
blo echo at the receiver. This angle is determined by the 
ratio of the speed of the airplane to the speed of sound 
and the slope of the ground. In actual practice this tilt 
of the sound cone can be made adjustable, or fixed at some 
compromise angle. The altzernative is to make the cone of 
sound so large that it will reach the receiver under all 
conditions rrhich occur in operation. This last solution 
is unsatisfactory since a large cone angle reduces the ef= --- 
fectiveness of-the source so far as-the echo is concerned. 
The effect of spreadisg on the range of a sonic altimeter 
vi.11 be considered later. 

AEISORPTION LOSSES 

Absorption in the atmosphere reduces the intensity of 
sound due to friction effects in the medium itself. These 
transmission losses may be divided into two classes: first, 
direct absorpt-ion of the sound by the medium, and second, 
losses due to diffraction and interference resulting from 
nonhomogenaity and. turbulence in the medium. 

Except at very high intensities, such as might exist 
in the immediate vicinity 'of an intense source (reference 
4% the absorption of sound per unit distance transversed 
is found to be proportional to the intensity of the sound. 
Mathematically, this leads to an exponential law for de- 
crease of intensity with distance for plane waves, i.e., 

. 

. 

. 
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I =: I, eepx (25) 
- -- 

, nhere 10 is the intensity of sound nhen x is zero 1 

X9 distance measured from some arbitrary point 1 

P¶ the absorption coefficient r 

The most reliable data on this type of attenuation are those 
given by Knudsen (references 43, 44, and 45). Knudsen has 
carried out extensive measurements on the rate of decrease 
of sound intensity in closed chambers as-a function of tem- 
perature, pressure, composition, and moisture content. His 
data, nhich are pertinent to the sonic altimeter problem, 
have been converted into terms of db reduction in inten- 
sity per 100 feet of. distance and plotted in figure 14. 
These curves shorJ that conditions of high humidity are ac- 
companied by relatively low attenuation. This is a desira- 
ble characteristic for acoustic soundings since a sonic al- 
timeter nil1 be most useful in fog and storms. For high 
humidities the attenuation at 2,000 cycles per se&-d is 
l/4 db per hundred, and at 10,000 cycles oer second the 
attenuation is 2 db per hundred feet. Thus a 2,000-cycle 
beam mill be reduced to half intentiity in a distance of 
1,200 feet, rrhile a lO,OOO-cycle'beam would require only 
150 feet for this same reduction. This rapid increase in 
absorption nith increasing frequency certainly prevents 
the use of ultrasonic Frequenbies for sonic altimeter pur- 
poses and makes it desirable to use the lowest frequencies 
permitted by other aspects of the problem. b _ -- 

Information on the effects of nonhomogeneity in the 
atmosphere is much more difficult to obtain than in the 
case of direct absorption. Extended studies of the trans- 
mission of fog 
(reference 46), 

signals at sea have been made by Hubbard 
Milne (reference 47), King (reference 48), 

, 
l 

and Tyndall (reference 
9 studied the sonic altime 

0 .4qOf the investigators whohave 
er directly, only Delsasso (ref- 

erence 26) has made any specific mention of the effect of 
s atmospheric conditions, although a number of others have 

. suggested that violent disturbances such as storms greatly 
affect the operating range of a sonic altimeter. Data on 
sound transmission in an essentially horizontal plane can 
probably not be directly applied to vertical sound paths. 

. c Vertical gradients of velocity and temperature may have 
much verse effects on horizontal than on vertical tram 
mission. The only conclusion that can be drann from the 

e 6 
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information now available is that atmospheric attenuation 
nil1 fluctuate in an erratic manner and becomes greater 
under conditions of strong disturbances. Since one of the 
important functions of a sonic altimeter is .to assist the 
pilot in bad storms, t.his phase of the general problem 
should certainly be investigated to- establish quantitative 
limits for the conditions found in practice. 

REFLECTION AND ABSORPTION AT THE GROUND 

Reflection from the ground surface forms an essential 
part of each acoustic sounding. The wide *variation of the 
ground surface makes this phase of the problem very diffi- 
cult to handle quantitatively. It is only possible to de- 
fine the limiting cases and to sketch in roughly the gen- 
eral principles involved. The best possible condition is 
that of a hard plane surface ahiah does not absorb any end 
ergy and reflects the sound beam in the same manner that 
light is reflected by a mirror. This is called gpecular -- 
reflection and is illustrated in figure 15a. --- The second 
type of reflection is assumed to have a maximum intensity 
on the perpendicular to the reflecting surface and fall 
off as the cosine of-the angle from this perpendicular. 
This variation is similar to Lanbertls Lan of diffuse re- 
flection in optics, and for this reason Rice has given the 
name of diffuse reflection to this type of acoustical pbe- -B-P-- 
nomenon. Figure 15b is a plot shoving the intensity.as a 

. , function of angle in diffuse reflect,ion. Actually, any 
reflection of sound ~111 be some combination of both types 
of refleotioa depending upon the nature of the reflecting 
surface. Figure 16a shows a possible distribution of in- 

, tensity with specular-reflection predominating, while fig- 
ure 16b is a similar plot showing a case with diffuse re- 
flection predominant. An expression for the ratio between 
echo intensity nith specular ref-lection and with diffuse 
reflection has been given by Rice. Absorption losses at 
the surface of the ground are taken into account by means 
of reflection coefficients. As derived in Appendix C, 
this expression IS: 

i 

‘R ’ H* -- z ---mm- - 

IR 4X tan2 A 
(26) 

l 

I 

. 

where K* is the reflection coefficient n'ith spec- 
ular reflection i 
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K 9, the reflection coefficient with diffuse 
reflection q 

---..__ 
A, the h&f angle of the cone of radiation , 

- 
Rice notes that tiith both reflection coefficients equal to 
unity the intensity ratio is 8 for a half-cone angle of 
100. If the specular-reflection coefficient is unity and 
the diffuse-reflection coefficient is 0.25 the intensity 
ratio bccones 32, These values illustrate the very large 
differences which can result fron variations in the re- 
flecting surface. In practice both diffusion and absorp- 
tion effects are taken into account by moans of experimen- 
tally detornin&d coefficients. 

- 
Eisncr and K&ger (reference 51) have determined re- 

floction coefficients for sound directed perpendicular to 
the surface tested. Their results are sunnarized below: 

Terrain Reflection coefficient - 
in-srcent - -- --.- - 

Ice 100 
Vatcr . 93 
Meadon 46 
Forest 1946 -. 

The worst terrain from.th'e standpoint of the sohic altin- 
eter is certainly a forest. It is probable that the sound 
frequency USed will~influence the absorption CoeffiCi8nt. 
As in optics, naves having Tvave lengths comparable to or 
greater thap the size of obstacles they meet, easily bend 
around these objects. A low-frequency sound'directed to- a 
vard the top of a forest vould be expected to Penetrate I 
farther into the trees& and assuming equal absorption co- 

* efficient8 per unit of dept 6 .nould be more strongly ab- 
sorbed than sound at a high& frequency. An 8ff8Ct which 
night possibly be nor8 important is that the increased 
penetration at low frequencies would result in an indefi-' 
nite path length with an acconpanying decrease in echo'in- 
tensity at any instant but an increase in 'duration. 

The foregoing discussion shows that transnission 
losses along the sound Dath in acoustic-soundirgs mill 
vary fron a nininun value due to the direct absorption 
losses nhich account for about l/2 db per hundred feet - _-__ of path length at 3,000 CyC18S per second td a higher value 
rrhich includes not only this attenuation but a further 7' a- 
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db (multiplying factor'of l/5) due to losses at the ground 
surface. In addition to thoso affects there are further 
reductions in intensity due to atmospheric disturbances 
which are indefinite but can easily amount ta another 3 to 
5 db (multiplying factor of l/2 to l/3). Thus for a 
sounding at 800 feet, transmission losses can be as muoh 
as 20 db, . '- l/100, 

which corresponds to an intensity ratio of 
Thisf- of course, is in addition to the spreading, 

losses,ahich caus'e the intonsity to fall off as tho in- 
verse Square of the sound-path length. These rough esti- 
mates shorr very clearly the difficulty in designing a 
sonic altimeter to operate at even moderate altitudes. 

SOURCES OF SOUND 

Power for the signal required in acoustic soundings ------ 
can be derived from chemical, electrfcal, mechanical, or 
compressed gas supplies. Vith the exception of the Jacquet- . 
Badin instrument which used a continuous sound nave modu- 
lated by the echo, all the practical sonic altimeters do- 
scribed up to the present time have required an intense 
signal of very short duration. This,means that the actual 
source of poner can nork continuously at a low output to * 
store up energy for a sudd8n release at the proper instant. . 
The selection of a power source must be dstermined by the 
acoustic output possible from a unit of reasonable weight. 
In order to make a fair comparison, all the additional 
equipment required for th8 sonic altimeter must be consid- 
ered, including storage and control mechanisms. Beyond 
doubt the pistol sound source of Behm is excellent from 
the stcandpoint of weight provided the number of soundings 
required is not too great. Honever, any advantage of this 
sort is nullified by the complex nature of the emitted 
sound which prevents the use of an effi.cient receiver. In 
practicedthe poicrer actually used to operate the transducer 
will. usually be 8ither in!Y?orm of electricity or compressed 
gas.. This.is true whether the actual transducer is a me- 
chanically--excited. diaphragm, 
Thistle, 

an electrical loudspeaker, a 
or a siren. It is possible to estimate the prob- 

.able n-eights of--the unfts required -for energy storags in 
both cases and t-o estimate the n-eight of the actual trans- 
ducer, but unless the weights of voltage changers, motors, 
air compressors, etc., are known, no definite conclusion 
can be reached. Up to the present time, the range of son- 
fc altimeters with electrical sound sources has been EO 
low compar8d to that of'air-driven units that there is a 
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reasonable basis for assuming that this latter ty-$e-has a 
definite advantage in practice. On the other hand, a Co-m- ---. 
pletely electrical sonic altimeter could be dperated from 
the normal aircraft Fewer supply, and thus could afford a 
considerable weight handicap in the transducer unit as 
comgared with an instrument requiring a special compressor 
installation. A definite answer to the question of the 
best,porrer supply must wait for a careful design of each 
type to be worked out on the basis of a comparable perform- 
ance. 

For efficient operation of a sonic altimeter the 
acoustic energy from the sound source must be so directed 
that the receiver is in a region of relatively high inten- 
sity When the echo returns. Any energy which is distrib- 
uted over areas outside of possible receiver positions $8 
no more available than if it saere lost by absorption. 4 -9 
ThisPleads to the necessity of a directive sound soUrC8a ,L-z,'J 
go far as the free atmosphere 3s concerned, the actual 
emftter is either the mouth area of- some type.69 concentrat- 
ing unit ,or the actual surface of a diaphragm. For in any 
CaS8.th8 directionality of the sound output mil$ depend 
upon an$li.tude and phase rel.ations over the radiating SUr- 
face. In general, it is impossible to calculate the inten- 
sity distrfbution and Sound-Dower output from an arbitrary 
source* However, the simplified case of a vibrating disk 
placed in an infinite plane baffle will lead*to results 
similar to those,found in practice. Appendix D outlines 
the treatmeat presented by Morse (reference 32) for radia- 
tion from a disk. Ffgures 17 and 18 show intensity dis- 
tributions for sever&L ratios of wave length to disk radi- 
us. The intensity scale is arbitrary, but for comparable 
conditions in each case. Vfth a w&V8 length five times 
the disk radius, the intensity distribution is almost hem- 
ispherical while most of the energy is confined within a 
cone of 30' half angle if the tvave-length-radius ratio dS 
2. men tho vave length is made- equal to the radius the 
radiation cone half angle is about 15O. 
about 10° 

This angle become8 
when the radius is twice the nave length. AS 

noted above, the calculated distributions are not realized 
in practice but the general trend of increased directional- 
ity rrith decreasing wave-length-radius ratto checks with 
experimont. Goidman (reference 52) observed that the ac- 
tual Con8 angle of radiation is 1.5 to 2 times the calcu-. 
lated angle. . 

The integration necessary to calculate the total sound 
output from a vibrating disk is discussed in Appendix D. 
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Reduced to simple terms, the relation between the dis- 
placement amplitude of the disk, power output and radius 
for 3,000 cycles per second is - 

x, = 0 0203 -z-e-- centimeters per watt radiated 
a 

(27) 
Assuming that it is desired to concentrate the radi- 
ation from a sonic altineter'source in a cone with a half 
angle of 20°, the diagrams of figure 18 show that the disk 
radius should be about twice the wave length emitted. 
Rice found that an output of about 85 natts was produced 
by his sound source at 3,000 cycles per second. So;tak- 
ing 100 watts as a reasonable output for a hypothetical 
inetrunent, the required disk radius mill be about 23 ten-' 
tinet-ers. The disk must vibrate with an amplitude of OcO9 
centimeter, This corresponds to an acceleration anplitude 
of about 32,000 times the acceleration of gravity. The 
mechanical difficulties of imparting such an accel.eration 
to a rigid disk 50 centimeters in diameter, are obvious. 
JFith these figures in mind, it mill be seen that a dia- 
phragm similar to that used by Nandillon (reference 18) 
has serious limitations as to the possible output. 

The art of designing elements toce-fficiently carry 
sound power from a small transducer to the free air, is 
well developed and has been discussed by many workers (ref- 
erences 53, 54, 55, 56). It is possible to make very 
great improvements over the fre-ely exposed diaphragms but. 
even if the necessary diaphragm acceleration could b& re= 
duced bya factor of 1,000, it would still be difficult to 
obtain an output of 100 rratts nith good directionality 
from a small electrically driven unit. Up to the present 
tine the efforts of acoustical en.g$neers have been largely 
directed toward the production.of units with uniform rew 
sponse over a wide ,frequency range. The loudspeaker de- 
scribed by Vente and Thuras is typical of the results ob- 
tainable (reference 57). Their unit produced 15 watts of 
sound energy with an over-all efficiency of 50 percent. 

1. 

The neight of the apparatus vas about 15 pounds, which 
gives an output of about 1 watt for each pound of weight. ' c 
It is to be noted that the loudspenker'of Bente and Thuras II 
was designed for a wide frequency range and given a con- 
tinuous rating, so it is certain the performance could be 
greatly improved for sonic altimeter purposes by restrict- - 
ing the range and using an intermittent rating. Another ' , 
possible solution of the sound-source problem lies in the 
use of an electrically driven vibrator similar to those 
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of automobile horns. Difficulties from a slow building 
up of the sound to full intensity are to be expected for 
such devices. 

Pulse length in the signal should be as short as pos- 
sible from the standpoint of interval timing. However, 
best operation of a recefving system is attained when the 
echo has a well-defined frequency over a long period. The 
problems Introduced because_ of these conflicting require-: 
ments appear both in the fundamental physical theory and 
in the mechanical design of a particular sonic altimeter. 
From the physical standpoint, the concspt of radiation at 
a single frequency cannot be realized except in an infi- 
nitely long-nave train. The starting and stopping of the 
radiation fnvolves a spread of 'energy over a band of fre- 
quencies which increases In width as the number of cycles 
in the pulse decreases. The derivation of the relaffon 
between intensity and wave length is outlined in Appendix 
E. Figure 19 shows the corresponding plots for number- of 
cycles between 1 and 32. 
gle cycle, 

For a pulse consisting of a sin- 
the energy is distributed from very low frequen- 

cies to a high frequency lfmit which is almost twice the 
frequency of the original pulse. The energy becomes more 
concentrated toward the puise frequency as the number of 
cycles is increased, until with a pulse length of 16, CY- 

cles, the enorgy is spread over a range which extends less 
than 5 percent on either side of the pulse frequency. The 
plot shows that any sonic altimeter signal should contain 
at losst 16 cycles if the receiver is to be sharply tuna. 

and that there is a comparatively small percentage @in in 
intensity by going to larger numbers of cycles. This con- 
clusion agrees with the results found by experiment in 
that actual sonic altimeters have used frequencies between 
1,500 and 3,500 cycles per second with a pulse duration of 
about 0.01 secona. 

Air-driven sound sources such as whistles and sirens --mm- 
. have a definite advantage over units which use diaphragms 

since there are no mechanical parts to be vibrated at sound 
frequency. The mechanical limitations are thus reduced 

-a but the losses which accompizny high sound intensities are 
. . . still present. The problem of directional emission from 

air-driven sources is not susceptible to mathematics but 

\- 
the general principles with regard to the Influence of the 
wave-length-radius ratio mill still be vaiid as applfed to 

l the horn openfng. It mill certainly be necessary to test. 
each combination of transducer (in this case the whistle, 
siren, _- or other device for producing sotid from the energy 

- & -- 
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of compre'ssed air) and coupling element (horn, megaphone, 
parabolic reflector, etc.)'under the actual service condi- 
-bi.OPL* This,could be done by making a fulluscale model of 
the aircraftparts near the sound source and carrying out 
intensity measurements with the cone of sauna directed up- 
mard to avoid interference effects from ground objects. 
It seems reasonable to direct the beam of sound forward 
toward position of-the receiver when it is excited by the 
echo and to eliminate th-e-useless side parts of the sound 
cone by pr'oper shaping of the horn used to coup18 the 
transducer to the atmosphere. Such a design will entail 
little extra labor since the details must depend on ox- 
perim-ent in any case. 

Rice (reference 13) has given the,only available 
quantitative data on the performance of whistles as sound 
sources for acoustic sounding purposes. 3e found that a 
freely exposed whistle transformed about 5 percent of the 
input enorgy into sound nhfle under similar conditions 
tho efficiency of-a siren mas only about l/10 of this 
amount. The total output from a whistle rrhich gave- 152 
watts in free air was reduced to 86 matts when. it was 
placed in a directive megaphone. In contradiction to 
Ricers conclusion that the siren is inferior to the mhis- 
t1e, is the fact that the best dev8loped sonic altimeters 
Use sirens as the sound source at the present time. It 
may be that the siren is me11 adapted to use mith a di- 
rective horn and that Rice mould have obtained better com- 
parative results from this device if his tests had been 
carried out with a m8gaphon-e instead of in free air. In 
any case a quantitative performance inveetigatfon for 
various types of air-dri,ven sound sources in combination 
rrith directive elements specially designed for the sonic 
altimet,er rrould be of great assistance in future work. 

. 
-. . 

*^ 

. 

MICROPHONES 
. 

Microphones act as transducing elements to change 
acoustic energy into electrical energy. Such a device fs 
an essential part of every sonic altimeter except those 
instruments using aural detection. Microphones are of two 
general types - the carbon-powder type. and the generator 
type. Carbon-pomder:.microphonss are ruled out for SOniC 

altimeter purposes by their extr-eme sensitivity to mechan- 
ical disturbance (reference 19). The generator micro- 
phones -$hfch are commercially available, can be classified ._ ~ 
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as electrostatic, electromagnetic, and piezoelectric or 
crystal types. The electromagnetic units can -be subdi- 
vided into moving iron (the inverse of the common telew 
phone receiver), moving coil, and ribbon types. A good 
criterion of performance for microphones is the voltage 
delivered to the gria of the first amplifier tube for one 
bar sound pressure on the unit. The tabulation beloP 
shorts representative sensitivities for the various types 
of microphones: 

- 

zf3E 'Millivolts per bar ----- References 

Moving coil 10 58 and 59 
-- 

Condenser 3 58 

Ribbon 1. 60 

Piezoelectric ‘0.. 1 58 

The microphone used by Delsasso (reference 26) is a spe- 
cial tyoe,.which cannot logically be fitted into .the above 
classfflcation. 'His unit had a sati?sfactory sensitivity 
and selectivity for operation on a lighter-than-air craft 
but was not tested on an airplane. I 

---. _ 
In addition to the sensitivity, the threshold (mini- 

mum sound pressure for a definite indication) is also use- 
ful. This limit is set by,uncontrollable erratic effects 
in the ampltfiers and can be safely taken as 10 mfcrovolts 
for pure tonss. On this basis the thresholds for various 
types of miCrOphon8s become: 

. : 
i!lxls Threshold in bars 

Moving coil 0.001 --- 

Condenssr .003 L -- 
Ribbon ' ,Ol 

Pfezoelectric .l 

It is to be noted that the moving-coil microphone was the 
only one of thfa group fitted with an acoustic coupling 
network so that the thresholds for the other typ-es BcRld 
probably be increased if proper coupling systems were used. 
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For purposes of comparison it can be noted that the throsh- 
old pressure for the average human ear is 0.0005 bar. 
Thus the ear can detect a sound pressure about half of that 
required for the most sensitive microphone on the basis 
adopted above. 

Then the high noise level existing about an airplane 
in flight is considered, it is obvious that thrashoZd 
pressure is not the 1Pniting feature of microphones for 
acoustic soundings. The important properties are insensi-. 
tivity to shock and vibration with an ability to select a 
pure tone echo out of a high intensity background of noise. 
The electromagnetic type of microphone is probably best 
from the standpoint of ruggedness and the ability to tune 
out undesired sounds. 

MICROPHONE COUPLING SYSTEM 

Soniwaltimeter experiments have uniformly denonstrat- 
ed that ths altitude at which reliabl8 echoescan be detect- 
ed increases very greatly when the aircraft noise is re- 

duced in any may. This,,definitely proves that the range 
is linited by the ratio of signal intensity to noise inter- 
ference rather than by the absolute intensity of the echo. 
It therefore becomes important to determine the intensity 
distribution with frequency of noise from various sources 
on the aircraft. Thfs problem has been studled by many in-' 
vestigators (references 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, and 26). 
The essential result of these experiments for sonic altim- 
eter purposes is that intensities for frequencies over 
1,500 cycles per second are relatively low. Since a micro- 
phone sensitive to frequencies loner than 1,500 cycl-es per 
second would continually receive excitations from the air- 

i craft itself, a very high intensity would be required be- 
\- i ‘-k fore the sounding signal could be detected. This,effectu- 

ally prevents the use of such low frequencies and requires 
that the source emit a signal at a high frequency rrherethe 
intensity of aircraft noise is relatively low. 

_.... ---.--- 
Ho-C-3 as applied to microphones are usually for th-e 

purpose of increasing the sensitivity by collection of 
sound energy from a larger area, In the sonic altimeter 
case, the problem is one of selectivity rather than sensf- 
tivity. Thus the coupling element should be chosen on the 
basis of its directional propertiss rather than its power 
to collect nor-e energy from the atmosphere. The same gen- 
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era1 principles asply in studying recetvirg horns as in 
the case of sound sources. Many different shazes cf sotid 
collectors have been studied. Parabolic horns are quite 
directional and ampli‘fy the sound pressures five or six 
times at froquoncfos botwcon 1,000 and 3,000 cycles per 
second (roforences 68 and 69). Exponential horns giva 
more amplification but the dlractfonol affects are not so 
no11 defined, os~ocially at 10~ fraquencias (reference 70). 
This fs a ganarai charactaristic of all types of horns L-- 
so t at 6- the ability to collect sound energy from one di- 
roction nhile disregarding sound from other diractions, 
cannot ba relied upon to give freedom from interference 
due to lov, frequency sounds pro&ced by the aircraft. As 
in the case of sending horns, the best design must be de- 
termined. b'y experiments made under actual Operating Con- 

ditions. It is probable that conical and parabolic horns 
will be preferable to exponentfal horns. - 

: .- 

e FILTERS 

Filters are requfred in the receiving system of a 
sonic altimeter since -it 5s impossible to eliminate lorr- 
frequency sounds by means of directidnal horns. There is, 
of course, the possibility of using a vary selective mi-. 
crophone diaphragm but this exsediant could easily give 
trouble due to Doppler effects or slight changes-in,-the-_-- 
source frequency. In addftion, a sharply tuned mechanical- 
system is easily excitea at fts own natural fraquency by 
shocks. Improper operation from these natural frequancy 
effaCt6 must be prevented by the use of cldctrical filters. 

It follovs thzt a practical sonic altimeter system will 
almost certainly incorporate some type of filter. 

. 

Acoustic filters have been analyzed by many investi- 
gators and the fundamental principles are rrell known (ref- 
erences 71, 72, 73, and 74). The theory of electrfcal... 
filters is also me11 worked out and is available in h Con- 
cise form (reference 75). --- 

? 
I In general, filters CECL be designed tc La~-o any de- 

sfred characteristic-. However, there is one unfortunate _- 
characteristic in common for all filtering syntems' That -, --.. . ---; ---I 

* is, the time constant of ths filter becones longe d as the 
Thus, if the-- -- . pass band of frequencias is made snallcr, 

pass b,ma is too narrow, the tine constant may become so 
long that a shdrtpulse applied to the.input will appaar - 
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greatly reduced at the output terminals of the filter. 
This groblen nil1 probably not become serious for sonic.' ** 
altimeter nork since the frequencies to be elfminatod are 
lower than the signal frequency and a high pass-band type 
of.filter can be usad. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

various factors nhich,+are important in the problen of 
acoustic soundingsrK have been considered abova. It has 
been shown that a well-designed modern chronoscope will in- 
troduce no appreciable errors in the indications of a son- 
ic altinoter. Sinilarly, microphone sensitivity is not an 
important factor in sonic altimeter perfornanca. Tha nost 
inportant.linitation is the intensity of sound due to the 
aircraft tihfch cannot be separated from tha echo by n~ans- 
of a filter systan. This residual sound intensity from 
aircraft noise dotornines the absolute magnitude of the 
sound prossuro required for reliable acoustic soundings. 
This nfnimun sound pressure will vary from aircraft to 
aircraft but once it is determined for a particular case, 
the operating range of a sonic altinetor doponds only upon ' 
the potvcr and intensity dfstribution of the sound sourcam 
Vith thesa factors nada definite, approximate operating 
limits for a sonic altfmoter can ba deterninod. 

The greatest altitude nil1 be obtained with still air 
over a surface such as ice or smooth mater,nhich gives 
perfect specular reflection. The other lfnit of the oper- 
atfng range tvfll occur over strongly absorbing terrain 
such as a forest nhen violent atmospheric disturbances 8x1 
is-t. It is of interest to estimate these operating ex- 
trenes approximataly in order to determine the general 
po.s.sibflities of the sonip.-+&tinetsr, and also to see how 
closely the instruments F3hLch have already bean construct- 
ed\; approach the thoorotical limits. . 

' The assumptions required for estimating ranges of op- 
eration are approximate since exact data are lacking. + 
However, the data used in the calculations will be con- . 
sistent with the infornation no8 available. Bit-e (refer- 
ence 13) found it 
aphone 

pogsi$$e to construct a nhistle and neg- 
combination which confined the sound radiation " 

nithin a cone or half angle equal to about 20'. Rice also ,., . 
determined that under cruising conditions the human ear 
nfth a proper megaphone and filter system could identify 
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an echo with a sound pressure of 2 bars at 3,000 cycles 
per second. Th$s,should be approxinately the sane as the 
pressure required'by a good nicrophone systen under the 
sane conditions. The data of Kncdsen (reference 44) shon 
that atnas heric absorption in etfll air produces an atteti- 
uation of P db per 100 feet of sound path. Upon the basis 
of qualitative information given by Delsasso and otheri, - 
it is reasonable to assune that the attenuation due to vi- 
olent atnospheric disturbances nay Ancrease to 2 db per 
100 fsot of path. Ei.sner.and Krcger (reference 51) give ---- 
a reflection coefficient'of about 0.2 for the norst condf- 
tion of a forsst surface. 
tion inmi.n.t&nsfty of 

(Thtsr\Corresponds to a reduc- 
7 db.) 

--- _ 
-- t 

The%ddl-eVm>olumn of the table below contains a range L 
. . ---. -.-...__ 

of assuned power outputs for the sound source of a sonic 
sltinoter which confines tho energy to a cone-of 20' hal-f 
angle. The left-hand colunn gives the estinated linit of 
operation for a requirement of 2 bars sound pressure at 
the receiver if the reflection is specular aith no absorp- 
tion and the attenuation is $ db per 100 feet bf 806i&' 
path. This,ropresents the best pOs8fble apes tg$ Condi--^ 

_ tion for the given sound pressuke. %I The righ-t- and colunn 
9 is calculated in a sinilar n-05 except that tho attenu- 

atioa is tnkon as 2 db par 100 feet of 8oUnd path-d -- ----- \ 
the reflection coefficient at the ground is 0.2, tihich 
approaches tho worst operation condition. 

c ’ 
> 

. 
3 * 

- ’ 

. 

. I * 

Maxfnun altitudo Paver 
(best condition) 

feet natts --- -- 

500 10 

650 25 

780 50 

935 100 

1,025 150 

1,300 500 
. . 

Maxinun altitude Best altitude 
(worst condition) Worst altitude 

feet 

175 2.9 
- 

225 2.9 _ - 

265 2.9 

300 3.1 

330 3.1 
- 

410 3.2 

This table nicely sunnarizos the possibilities and 
linitationa of the sonic altinetor. The ratio of aaxinun 
altftupe for best conditions to the naxinun altitude nith 

. 
1 

’ . 
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norst conditions has a value of about 3 for the entire 
range of power outputs considered. With fncreasing power 
the range increases, but nuch more slowly with high powers 
than for loner powers. Thus the gain in naxinun altitude 

,', 
\ 

betneen 500 and '780 feet for a p_oner increase fron 10 to 
: 60 natts nould prob.ably be morthphile, but the gain fron 

i 1,025 feet to 1,300 feet as the'soner is changed fron 150 
: natts to 500 watts, represents a rather snail percentage 

increase for the added weight and conplication requtred. 
Tho range of- 935. feet for 100 watts power--checks well with 
the results of Rice nho obtained an operating range of 800 
feet PJith a ponor of 86 -watts, The other calculated naxi- 
nun altitudes for less than 150 watts power agree well 
with experinental results already reported. No quantita- 
tive data are available on the power of the sound sources 
used but the published descriptions indicate that th-e out- 
puts probably foil within the range indicated above. 

The calculations used in computing the table shoul-d 
give a fairly reliable value of the naxinun operating ale . 
titude under the best conditions, but the attenuation faC- 
tar for disturbed atmosphere Is very uncertain. A deter- 
nination of this attenuation factor over a wide range of 
conditions would be a valuable addFtion to the art of 
acoustic soundings. I 

_ 
-- --- All the values given in -th.e table aro based on a re- 

quircd sound pressure of 2.bars in the echo. Since any 
reduction in this required. sound pressure ml11 b.e re.floct- 
ed as a direct increase in operateng altitude, it is very 
desirable to nake quantitative neasurenente of the sound 
prossure actually required for echo detection in nodern 
aircraft. It nay be'that nith engines renoved fror! the . 
fuselage and careful streanlining the sound pressure re- 
quirod for echo detection has been substantially reduced. 
If this is the case the sonic sltineter will become a vory 
attractive instrunent for use in routine operations. 

. 
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APPENDIX A 

DESCRIPTIONS OF SONIC ALTIMETERS 

Behn-Luftlot and Behmlot 

(References 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12) * 

The TITANIC disaster of 1912 started research upon 
the location of icebergs by means of sound waves. In the 
course -of these experiments it was found that the sonic 
nethod could be readily adapted to marine depth findfng. 
One of the leaders in this field was Dr. Alexander Behn 
of Gernany, nhose work resulted in the Behn ECHOLOT, The 
shock of an explosion served as the source of sound but 
later modifications used nechanically or electrically ex- 
cited diaphragns for thfs purpose. The obvious nethod of 
detectfng the echo by ear and tining the interval between 
the signal and the echo with a stop ?atch was unsatisfac- ' 
tory because of the short-tine intervals Involved. As a 
consequence; Behn developed a precise chronoscope (Iturz- 
zeitnesser) actuated by electrical inpulses from carbon 
nicrophopes excited in proper sequence by the signal and 
its echo. - 

Soon after 1920, Behm started to 'apply the princfples 
of the ECHOLOT to the problem of altttude measurement in 
aircraft, Behmts first LUFTLOT was developed in 1926 and 
used in the "Graf Zeppelili~;;r This instrument, which was 
very similar to the marine installations, was suited to 
airship use by a number of change8 and was later adapted 
for installation in afrplanes. 

The essential parts of the LUFTLOT as used for a 88- 
ries of airplane test8 in 1930, are descrfbed below. The 
source of sound was a pistol for firing blank cartridges. 
This unit was mounted outside the fuselage a8 shown in 
figure 20. A carbon microphone located on the other side 
of the fuselage (fig. 21) acted as the detecting element 
in the receiving system. Figure 22 shows the external ap- 
pearance of the tndicating and control units. The desired 
information was conveyed to the observer -as a Sharp de- 
flection of a small 8pOt of light in passfng over a trans- 
lucent screen parallel to a scale graduated directly %n al- 
titude units. A typical soundZng is recorded photograph- 
ically'in fltgure 23. After. the signal has been r&lea=d 
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the line produced by the light-spot appears at 1. The re+ 
turn of the echo occurred at 2 and the spot returns to 
its normal condition as at 3. 

Figure 24 shons diagrammatically the working parts of 
the Behn LUFFLOT chronoscope. Tho signal is produced by 
a cartrIdge fired from the gist01 10. Simultaneously, a 
contact is broken In the circuit of the relay 8 which 
causes the release of an armature 1. When this armature 
is reloasod tho cantilever spring 2 gives the. system 7 
an inpulse rvhich causes it to rotntc about an axis in the 
plane of a mirror attached to the system. As it rotates, 
the mirror roflocts the focused image of-an incandescent 
lamp on a translucent screen and thus nroducos the affect 
of n line of light to an observer, This lino of-light is 
soon as parallel to a graduatod altitude scale. Wbon tho 
echo is received by the microphone 9, the reed 4 of 
the electromagnetic oscillograph 3 is excited and novas 
the small lens 5. This motion of the lens causes a do- 
flection of the bright line as shor;m at 6. An autonatic 
control system returns the mirror to its initial position 
aftor each sounding. 

The optical chronoscope as described above was ap- 
parontly very successful in the marine depth finders but 
the roquirenont of constant attention from the observer 
was a disadvantage for aircraft use. Thfs situation has 
been sonenhat improved in a modification of the LUFTLOT 
called the BEHMLOT (referonce 8). 

The later Behm instrument as described in 1935 dif- 
fers principally from its predecessor in that a completely 
mechanical chronoscope is used. This chronoscope does not 
requEre direct observation by the user at the instant of 
the echo, since a hand remains at one reading until the 
next sounding is started. 

Figure 25 is a diagram shoving the essentfal parts 
of the.BEHMLOT. The pistol 1 is automatically fired at 
fixed intervals by the electric motor 3 after the switch 
4 is closed. The microphone 2 is so located that it 
nil1 be strongly acted upon by the signal. This microphone 
is so connected that the vacuum-tube amplifier 14 con- 
nected to the recofving microphone 13 will not transmit 
an impulse to the chronoscope during the signal. In addi- 
tion, the microphone 2 causes the relay magnet 5 to 
release the armature .6. When 6 is released the spring 
8 immediately starts the rotor 7 nhich carries the 

- 

c 

- 

, 

0 
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pointer 10 over the scale 11 at uniform speed. Vhile 
the rotor is moving the signal travels to the earth and 
back as an echo over 'the path 12. Bhen the echo strikes 
the receiving microphone an electrical impulse is gener- 
ated rihich acts on the relay magnet 16 and causes the 
mechanical brake 17 to stop the rotor. Since the posi- 
tion corresponds to the lapse of a certain time interval, 
the scale can be graduated directly in altitude units. 
This reading vi.11 remain fixed until the user nishes to 
make another sounding. Eigure 26 is an external viert of 
the BEHMLOT indicator, showing that the unit can bo in- 
cluded on the conventional instrument board without spe- 
cial adaptors. 

. 

- 
In practice, the Behm'instrunents had an operating 

range betneen 20 and 100 meters. In a series of flight 
tests described by Schreibor (reference 9). the altitude 
readings were found to have a mean error of %3.6 meters. 
The instrunonts had a noight of about 34 pounds. 

Rice (General Electric) Sonic Altimeter 

(References 4, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15) 

About 1929, Mr. C. IT. Rfce of the General Electric 
Company (Schenectady, New York), started experiments that 
lea to a rrorking sonic altimeter for airplanes which he 

. described in 1931 (roferenco 10). Rice lacked the back- 
ground of sounding experience which had been available for 
the earlier work of Behm. His instrument lacked the pre- 
cise mechanical timer of the German EGHOLOT, but the source 
of sound and the receiving system were found to be very 
efficient in actual flight tests. 

Figure 27 shows the working parts of.the Rice Sonic 
&tfmotor.- The source of sound is a specially designed 
whistle which emits a note of 3,000 herts.. This whistle 
is operated by COmpr0SS8d gas from a Supply tank at 50 
pounds per square inch. The pressure inside the tank is 
maintained by a check valve in a line connected to one of 
the engine cylinders. - Figures 28 ana 29 show ati actual 
installation of whistle and'supply tank. A motor-driven 
control mechanism is arranged to open the whistle valve -- 
for a blast of LO to 30 cycles once every 2 seconds. The 
echo is received directly by the observer with the aid Of 
a pair of steth oscope earpieces connected to a megaphone. 
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A properly designed acoustic filter is connected in the 
line to---reduce the effect of parasite noise fron the air- 
plane and its power plant. Altitudes are estimated with 
the aid of a timer nhose pointer rotate-s at constant speed 
over a scale graduated directly in distance units. The' 
mechanism is so designed that the pointer passes over the 
scale z-ero when the whfstle blast occurs so that the ob- 
server merely has to note the exact positfon of the point- 
er nhen the echo is heard, Since the tine intervals are 
short, an accurate reading of altitude requires close ate 
tention. on the part of a trained observer. This situation 
is especially bad at low altitudes, and to remedy it a 
blooder tube is connected between the whistle negaphone 
and the receiving line. The bleed%r enables the observer 
to hear the signal so that with a reasonable amount of 
practice he can judge his altitude directly from the tine 
interval between the signal and the echo without looking 
at the timer, 

An extended series of tests vith tho G. E. Sonic Al- 
timeter instsllod in an Army observation airslane shoved 
that reliable soundings could be carrfed out up to 800 feet 
undsr cruising conditions over all types of terrain. With 
the ongine throttled for glfding, the maximum operating 
altitude increased to 1,400 f-eet. It was found possible 
to make blind landings based on direct judgment of.the 
time interval betno%n,the sfgnal an,d the echo. 

The orfgtlkal apparatus had a rJeight of about 45 pounds 
when installed. Tho sending and receiving units Bere some- 
what cumbersome but could be satisfactorily installed in 
airplanes of moderate size. 

Brombacher. (reference 7) notes that the G. E. Sonic 
Altimeter was later modified to use an electrically drSvcn 
diaphragm as the source of sound with an electrical re- 
ceiving system connected to the regular radio hsad set. 
This nodificatfon was made for blind landing andhas a 
range of about 100 feet. No further inf.ormation on thes-e 
changes is available in the literature at,the present tine. 

. 

. s 

-* 

l 

Florisson (SCAM} Sonic Altimeter 

(References 4, 11, 16, 17, 18) 

As early' aB 1922, Florisson of Francel/had obtained 
good results nith sonic depth finders for !?arin% soundinga 
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Florfsson used a' conpressed-air rrhistle as the source 
of souqd. Reception was carried out by peans of a sound 
collector and tube system leading to earpfeces for the ob- 
server* Three types of chronoscopes were designed. The 
first type used a "false signall' generator nhich could be 
adjusted to produce a sound similar to the signal %t the 
instant rrhen the echo returned. This adjustnent required 
a manual setting of a control on's scale graduated in al- * titude. The second type of chronoscope proposed to us% an 
opt'ical oscillograph arrangonent to produce a light spo* 
traveling at uniforn speed over a circular path parallel 
to an altitude scale. This spot,passed through zero when 
the signal occurred and a radial displacenent of the spot 
indicated the return of the echo. Ffnallg Florisson used 
a pointer passing through the zero of a scale at the in- 
stant of the signal and whose position on the scale at the 

w instant of the echo gave the altitude directly. LQglise 
' (reference 18) notes that probably only the last schene 

nas applied in actual. flight tests. 

He was later especfally identified with the use of supor- 
sonic frequencies for this purpose. He becane interested 
in the sonic altinetor problen for airplanes -and nade 
flight tests on a working instrunent fn Doccnbor 1931, 
His vork roughly paralleled that of Rice in the United 
States, and his installation was sinilar to the General 
Electric apparatus. 

_-. 
Florisson*s nethod of l~Acoustic Coincidence" using a 

"false signal" generator, is illustrated in figure 30. 
The source of sound e has a nhistls s which is sup& 
plied with air fron a chamber G when the electronagnetic 
valve S is opened. C is -goqneqteh to a compressed-air C- 
line.through a restriction kf-&%"@ernits a sufficfent sup- 
ply td accumulate betneen soundfngs but nil.1 not ,op%rate 
the nhistla directly. Thfs arrangenent gives a sharply 
defined whistle blast since the sound nust stop when the 
chamber C has been onptied. The echo is pgcked up by 
the horn r and is carried to the earpieces by a SOUTLd- 
insulated tube T. A sound filter F placed in this line 
serves to reduce the effect of parasite nofse. The sound 
tube is branched at b ma the branch is. connected to the 
electrical "false signal" generator E. R is an adjusta- 
ble constructionlnhich makes it possible to adjust the 
"false signal I1 Ltensity to the host operating level, An 
electromagnetically operated valve St in the sound line 
fs designed to reduce the disturbance due to direct trans- 
ntssion of sound fron the emitter to the recefver. 
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Tho autonatic-control mechanisn has a clocknork opon- 
ated cm 4 
fixed contact 

rotating in the sense shown in figure 30. A. 

tion 3 
1 is closed nonentarfly r~hen the indenta- 

passes undor the folloner spring 2. ,This con- 
tact allons current fron'the battery B 
the exciting nagnets of the valves 

to flow through 
S .and S', thus pro- 

ducing the signal and sinultaneously excluding it fron the 
sound tube during the tine of enission. The am 5 car- 
ries contacts 6 nhich close and produce the false echo 
when the indentation 3 passes under the spring 7. '#hen 
,thc operator has conpleted the adjustment- bring the 
false echo into coincidence nit-h the echo, the car?-es:ondl 
fng altitude is indicated by the gointer 8, 

Details of the valve used to- release tho signal are 
indicated in figure 31. Then the control contact 1 of 
figure 30 is closed, the minding around the pole piece 9 
is energized and attracts the arnature- 
the slide valve 16 

10 which displaces 
the distance a 

11 and 15 
by neans of-the rods 

acting through the pin 14 and the.yoke 33. 
This acffon naves the slid-e fron posftion I 
II, 

to position 
so that air pressure in the chanber C suddenly 

forces the valve conpletely open to position III against 
the spring 12. Vhen the air pressure- has been released 
through the whistle this spring sends the slide back to 
its origfnal position I fn preparation for the next signal. 

J!+ point particularly mentioned by Florisson in connec- 
tion with his apparatus, 
and p' 

was the use of light COVeringS p 
over the emitter and recefver, vhich preserved 

the shape of the aircraft surface and prevented sound dis- 
turbances due to air rushing past the horn openfngs. 

Thu essentials of the oscillographic chronoscope pro- 
posod by Florisson are shown in figure 32.. .This apparatus 
is designed for use ,nith the sonding and-receiving syston 
cl-ready described up to the pointtvhorea nicrophone is 
substituted for a hunan ear as the sensitive elenont. The 
echo acting upon the microphone produces tu1 output rrhich 
is passod through an electrical filter Fe to reduce par- 
asfte disturbances and an amplifier a+ The output of the 
anplifier is connected to an oscillograph elenent 
neans of the slip rings 

8 'by 
13 and 14. This oscillograph 

rotates at constant speed on the sane shaft as the control 
C&13m The oscillograph nirror is illuminated fron an in- 
candescent lanp 12 through the stop 11, the lens 10, 
and the totally reflecting prim 9. After the mirror 7 
a prisa. 5. carried on a rotating arn, directs the light 

. 
l 

. 
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spot onto a translucent screen with a circular graduation 
in altitude. The nirrors are so phased that the light 
s~of Dasses through zero nhen the signal is released. With 
this arrangement a sufffcientlg strong echo vi11 cause a 
Irjogl* in the otherwise snooth circular line of light ap- 
paarjlngyto the observer and thus indica+Ld- the altitude 
reading. - ..- 

The schene actually used in the Florisson-SCAM sonic 
altimeter is idantfcal sith that described in connection 
mfth the Rfco7G.E. Sonic Altineter. An oxDosition of the 
particular apparatus has already beon given in the body of 
thfs report. Figure 33 shorrs the appoarantie of the ind& 
eating hit, nhilo figure 34 indicafos tha essential f'ca- 
turcs of an actual airplane installation. 

Actual flight tests shoved that the effective alti- 
tudo range of the Florisson-SCAM instrument is about 150 
neters under cruising conditions and about tnfce this vith 
the onginos thrott&od. Soundings could ba carried on dorm 
to 5 or 10 notcrs about the ground. The altinotor i‘tsolf 
had a noight of 8.7 kilograms, while the conprossor Ps‘d 
sccessories added 5.4 kilograns. 

Dubois-Labourour Sonfc Altinotcr 

(Roferonccs 4, II, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24) 

Dubois and Laboureur of France designed a sonic altim- 
eter for aircraft in 1931, and made flight tests in hlym 
1932, nith a vibrating membrane emitter. They have partic- 
ularly directed their efforts tonard the development of 
compressed-air sound sources and electrical chronoscopes. 

Dubois and Laboureur used both rihilstles and sirens as 
emitters. The ahistles rrere similar to those already dfS- 
cussed except for thQ cqntrol valve trhich mas identical 
with that used on the siron to be d escribed-. Dotails of 
the siren are indicated in figure 35. Compressod air is 
suDpliod from a tube at X bpp-9. A sound-blast is pro- 
duced by the rapid movamont of the piston valve T from 
one ond to the othor of the cylinder G.--The conduKting' 
sections a and b separated by an insulating piQcQ, arQ 
SO located with respect to,the brushes d, that a chron- 
oscopa circuft is brokon.during.the dmissfon time of Eho 
siron. A control system not show in the figure ope*afes- 
tho piston valve at automatically spaced intervals. 

- 
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The disk D is rotated at constant speed by a gover- 
nor-regulated electric motor. A sorios of equally spaced 
holes o, in the periphery of this dSsk,comes succossivo- 
ly into coincidence nith the holo 01 in the casing B. 
The motor runs at a speed of..3,000 r.p.ma, whfch gives a. 
frequency of 1,500 cycles per s.econ$, T-h-e p.assage's o, o ( 
are oblique to the axis of the disk in order that the drag 
torque due to the air flow will be balanced out by an equal 
driving torque. This feature makes it possible to reduce 
the parser required for the siren motor. 

Duboic and Laboureur found that electromagnetic micro- 
phones were Tell suited for use in aircraft since both the 
resonance frequency and damping are contro.J.1.a.hJ.e~ The mi- - 
crophone characteristics more so chos-en that the emitter 
frequency was located nithin the resonance range of the mi- 
crophon-a but n-as nell amay from the peak. This arrangement 

r_ gave the advantage of increased sensitivity-but made it pas- 
sible to filter out natural frequency disturbances of the 
microphone excited by shock. Figure 36 is a cross section l 

of a microphone used by Dtibois and Laboureur. A-properly 
tuned diaphragm M clamped between annular dampfng rings 
of rubber is held at the proper distance from the-pole 
pieces p. The pole pieces are excited by the permanent 
magnet A and carry the pick-up coils b. A clamp nut E 
makes it possfb1.e to control tha sensitivity of the micro- 

. 

phone by adjustment of the air gap. 

Ffguro 37 is a circuit diagram of the Dubpis-taboureur 
electrical chronoscopo. Fundamentally, tho instrument 
measures the voltage dQVQlOpf3d across the plates of a Con- 
denser whfch is charged from a constant potential source 
through a fixed resistance during the tfme b-etneen a signal 
and the corresponding echo. Th.e constant .potential iS Ob- 
tainod by the use of a voltage-regulating neon tube Ns 
and a resistance across the bettery P. ,A potantiometer 
tap from this resistance is in series rrith a second neon 
tube N,, a resistance r and the primary of a trasform- 
er T,. The circuit in parallel rrith r includes a red 
sistaace p nhlch can be varied nith a tap switch, a fixed 
condenser C, --an& the grid cathode of a vacuum tube. 

The function of the tube N, is that of a relay. This 
tube has the characteristic of becoming an electrical con- 
ductor when the voltage across its terminal exceeds a Cer- 
tain amount. The discharge is maintained until the termf- 
nal voltago becomes less than some lovrer limit. In tho 
chronoscope circuit the constant voltage applied to N, is 
betneen the breakdotrn and the extinction values. 
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Uhen a signal is sent out the valve motion breaks the 

circuit between the contacts d while the insulatfon f 
is passing. This momentary break in the current from the 
battery ,P, causes the relay -- S to close contacts p 

I, 

and p* and also includes a momentary pulse of voltage in 
the secondary of transformer Tp,. The contacts p com- 
pfetelg discharge the condenser G while the contacfs p* 
short circuit the microphone during the emission period. 
The additfonal voltage applied to M, by the secondary 
transformer Tp, is sufficient to break donn the tube and 
start a constant current flowing in the resistance r. 

‘This current is in the proper direction to make the va&.uti 
tube grid positfve nith respect to the cathode. TFith a 
voltcga drop across r the condenser G is charged 
through the reafstance p and the vacuum tube which con- 
ducts when the grid is positive. 
former 

The primary of the transd 
T is connected to the microphone through another 

transformor and a f.ilter (not shown), so that nhen the 
v echo returns a voltage fs induced in the secondary. This 

voltage is rectified by a copper-oxide unit and acts 
through the condenser C, to extinguish the relay tube 
%* Uhen this occurs the voltage drop across r disap- 
pears and the charge acquired by the condenser C remains 

. constant since the vacuum-tube resistance becomes practf- 
) tally infinite to a reversal of current in the condenser 

circuit. Under this condition.the grid L is maintained 
negative aith respect to the cathode by an amount 8qUal to 
the charge on the condenser (3. This grid voltage deter- 
mines the current florrfng in the plate circuit of the V&C; 
uum tube as measured by tho mator M. 

The net result of the.actions outlined in the last 
paragraph is that the reading of the plate-circuft meter 
after the return of an echo is a measure of the time inter- 
val betrreen the signal and the echo. Bhen the condenser 
6 is discharged the plate current has the value corre- 
sponding to zero gr%d, i.e., to a zero-tine interval. Thfs 
current is larger than that for any negative grid bias, SO 
a calfbratfon of the plate neter in altitude mill necess& 
rilg bo "backnardll aith respect to the current scale. The 
rate at n!-lich the condenser charges for a given Voltage 
across' 2 nil'1 be slower as the size -of the resistance p 
is increased., It folloss that the altitudo scale can be 
controlled by a simple change in p* -. . . 

The instrument actually constructed had thrae adjust-' 
ments corresponding to three positions of a control button@ 
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The first position corresponded to a full-scale altitude 
of 250 meters. In the second position tho sensitivity re- 
mained unchanged but by a spscial.circuit arrangement, the 
indicating hand did not return to zero botrJeea sounding. 
The third control position increased the sensitivity to 90 
meters for a full-scale re.ading. Soundings fJero repeated 
every 2 seconds on the high-altitude scale, and every 0.7 
second on the low-altitude scale. 

Bith the circuit described above, the necessary dis- 
charge of the condenser before each sounding caused a 
corresponding return of the indicator hand to the sero al- 
titude reading. This action maa especially objectionable 
for high readings. This deEect was overcome by means of 
an auxiliary circuit, Figure 38 shows this arrangement. 
A*condenser c is connected in parallel nith the chrono- 
scope condenser C of figure 37. A cam-controlled con- 
tact is Connected at k and operates to keep the circuit 
open except for en instant'before C is discharged for a 
new sounding. The auxiliary condenser is made so small 
that its charging current does not appreciably affect the 
operation of the ohronoscope as already described. In 
this manner the voltage across the small condenser always 
has the value corresponding to the last echo time, so that 
meters placed in the plate circuit of a vacuum tube. L' 
can be used for altitude indications., Since the change in 
grid voltage of this tube betneen soundings is just the 
change ia the maximum voltage across the large condenser, 
the indications will show only the small variations caused 
by actual---changes in altitude. 

Flight tests of the Dubois-Laboureur Sonic Altimeter 
shoved that the meter will operate properly from 6 meters 
to 300 meters when used over water. Over land the range 
was reduced by en amount depending upon the nature of the 
ground surface, but an echo was generally obtained at a 
greater altitude than 100 meters for any condition. Read- 
ings could be made with an uncertainty of 0.5 meter up to 
20 meters, 1 moter between 20 and 50-meters, and 10 meters 
for higher altitud-es. Figure 39 is a photograph of the 
indicator. 

The actual sonic altimeter apparatus had a weight of 
18 to 19 kilograms without the compressor, which added 
4.5 kilograms. Voight of tubes, wiring, and fittings de- 
pended upon the particular installation. 

-. 

-. 

. 

Although the apparatus of Dubois and Laboureur ae- 
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scribed above, is particularly interesting on account of 
the electrical chronoscope, a description of the CEMA in- 
strument made under their patents uses a magnetic-clutch 
chronoscope. This information is,containe$ in an adver- 
tfsfng pamphlet of Constructions Electra-Meceniques 
dfAsni&res of 236 Avenue daAugenteui1, Asni'eres (Seine), 
France. Figure 40, taken from this sourc.8, shows the reti 
ceiver at the left, and the siren emitter at the right. 
These units are apparently sfmilar to tho'se described in 
the literature. Figure 41 fs a view of the amplifier and 
chronoscope circuit. 

Figure 42 shows the front of the indicating unit. NO 
diagram of the morkfng parts is available but the opera- 
tion fs described as follows: 

- 
"The chronoscope is a small nptor running at a 

*fgOrously constant speed nhich after reduction 
turns a shaft at the rate of one revolution in 1;4 
seconds. This shaft carries an electromagnet nhich 
pulls down en armature when it, is excited. This 
armature presses upon a heart-shaped cam which must 
thon take a definite position with respect to the 
armature. On each revolution of the slow-turning 
shaft a contact fs closed which causes the emissi.on 
of the signal (this contact acts rrhen the electro- 
magnet passes by the zero point of the scale). When 
the echo is received the electromagnet and the arma- 
ture have moved through a certain angle with respect 
to the moment of the emiss%on. The excitation of the 
electromagnet by the echo pulls down the armature 
nhich strikes the cam. The cam then takes a heffntte 
pos&tion tvith respect to the armature. 

"A hand rigidly connected to the cam indiicates 
the angle moved through by the magnet between the 
emission of the signal and the echo, f.e8, the height 
of the airplane with respect to the ground." 

.Ffmre 43 shows a typical installation of the Dubofs- 
Daboureur sonic altimeter in a large airplane. 

The weight of the CEMA apparatus is given as 12.3 kfl- 
ograms, exclusive of the air supply. This air~sup$ly must 
be caDable of furnishing 20 lfters per minute of free air 
at a pressure of about 10 atmospheres. 
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Nandillon Sonic Altimeter 

(References 11, 18) 

1.f. A. Nandillon developed a sonic altimeter using 
electromagnetic units for both emission and reception with 
an oscillograph as the indicator, and applied f-or a French 
patent on the driving. elements of the apparatus in 1928. 
Ldglise (reference 18) notes that the investigation was. 
carried out in secret and therefore the available infor- 
mation reveals only the general nature of the equipment. 

Figuro 44 shorJs one type of emitter used by Nandillon. 
A double diaphragm is formed of tno disks 5 soparatod by 
a round central spacing and strengthening plate 11 
through which the clamping screws 9 pass. This diaphragm. 
is mount-od on a backing chamber 3 by moans of an annular 
clamp ring and scrws. The chamber has cast reinforcing 
ribs for stiffness. Both the diaphragm and chamber are Of 
light metal. 

m 

-. 

-. 

Q 

. 

A vibromotor V, clamped to the center of the dia- 
phragm by the screms 9, has tno masses 7 ,and 10, 
which are connected together by elastic elements 6 so 
that the masses can move in a direction perpendicular to 
the diaphragm. The mass 10 is reinforced with fins n 
to proveat elastic deformations but is supported entirely 
from the diaphragm. Both masses carry laminated pole elo- 
ments which serve as the magnetic--&%r@t. Tho magnotfc 
excitation is produced by windings placed on the pole 
pieces carried by mass 7. When the mindings carry only 
an alternating current of frequency f, the corresponding 
magnetic flux produces an alternating force tending to 
pull the nasses togother tnice each cycle of the current. 
Then sufficiently large direct current is superimposed on 
the alternating current the magnetic flux is never ro- 
ducod to zero and the frequency becomog. f Instead of 2f* 

Nandillon apparently relies on the inertia effect of 
the mass 10 to set the diaphragm into motion. From the 
description given it appears that the motion of nass 10 
would be considerably greater than the more heavily loaded 
mass 7 belon the lowest natural frequency of the Systemr 
The arrangement ig a slightly damped.vf.brating system rrith 
2' of froodon and ~$11 thoroforo display the complicated 
behavior charactorlstfc of such a syston if the forcing 
froquoncy is varied. No infornation is given as to the ror 

, 
r( 

. 

. 
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I- 
lation botmcen tho oporating frequency (3,500 cycles per 
second) and the natural frequencfes of the various parts. 
The diagrams at the upper rfght of figure 44 are cited as 
shorrtng the possibility of gaining directionality in the 
enitttod signal by using a frequency which gives one nodal 
circle NN in the diaphragm. It is noted that the,correM 
spending vave length is about half the diameter of the di- 
aphragm for this case. This results in a small-size dia.=- 
phrngn for'the emitter. However, in practice, the powor 
available from a single unit is rather small for sonic 
altfmoter purposes. 

The diagram at the loner right of figure 44 shows the 
method of mounting the emitter in the surface of the nZn%. 
13 by means of a rubber ring 12. This arrangement elim:, 
%nates the effect of parasite vibrations on the appai?atus. 

For his recefvfng element, Nandillon used a unit sin- 
ilsr to the emitter but somewhat smaller. No mention is 
made of the frequency chosen or the provisions made for 
tuning the receiver to the signal frequency. FFfgure 45 
shars a general ctlrcuit diagram of the Nandillon altimeter. 
Tho emitter already described is a transformor coupled to 
a vacuum-tubo oscillator nhich is oxcitod when a contact 
26 is closed in-tho control timor and chronoscope. Tho 
signal ,is received and acts on the magnetic oscfllograph 
element M.O. 
flex. 

after passing through a vac;uuiii-tube amplf- 

Details of the indicating chronoscope are shown in 
the diagram of figure 46. 
the shaft 

A constant-speed motor drives 
A, through a gearshift 14 which makes it pas- 

sible to vary the interval betnoen soundings as the altf- 
tudc changes. The gearshift is controlled by a shaft t 
vhich passes insfdo A and Carrie0 an index $ for chrtngl 
ing and Indicating the setting of the interval. -: 

The shaft A carries a rotatfng assembly S nhich ' 
supports the electromagnetic oscillograph M.O. and. the 
illumiilhting system. A counterneight c is placed on the 
opposite side 0.f S. As this assembly turns the motgon is 
indicated by the rotation of the index I which is solidly 
connected to A. I is supPorted in the housing 19 which 
has a circular translucent scale 21. - 

The illuminating system fs carried by the tube 17 
and consists of a lens 
small lamp 

16 nhich focuses the light of a 
15 on a small hole 18 which acts as a bril- 
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leant point source* The noving element 22 of the mag- 
netic gscillograph carries a shutter 20, nhich is nor- 
mally int-orposed botneen the source and the translucent 
circle. 

-. 

A projection 25 solfdly connected to S sets off 
the sound signal t-rhen it momentarily closes the contact 
26 on each one of its passages. 25 and 18 are located 
on the opposite ends of a diam-eter so that the light source 
is opposite the scale zero when the signal occursa 

An insulating drum 24 fitted rrith slip rings makes 
contact vith the stationary brushes 23 and supplies the 
necessary electrical connections to the moving system. 

Tihen aq echo reaches tho'recoiver a pulse of current 
from the amplifier excites the oscillograph and moves the 
shuttor 20. When the shutter is displaced a ergot of 
light appears on the translucent scale opposito the nlti- 
tude raading. 3t fs noted that the length of the sound 
pulse decrensos as the spood of tho moving system iS inn 
creased so that a propor conponsation is automatically 
nndo to koop the sano,procision at all altitudes. 

Bo tests of the Nandillon Sonic Altimeter are described 
and no noight. infornatfon is given. 

. 

Jacquot-Badin Sonic Altinatar 

(Boforencos 4, 11, 18, 25) , 

Jdcquot and Badin have dovolopcd a sonic- nl.tinotpr~ 
ospocially adapted for landing purposes. The emitter of 
their instrument sends out a train of-sound naves l-rhich fS 
automatically stopped when the first part of the echo 
roaches the roceivor, romains silent as long as tho re- 
coivor is excited; and begins a noa signal when the last 
of the returning vave traZn is.past. This action restilts 
in loo-percent modulation of a continuous rravo at a fre& 
quoncy of modulation rrhich depends upon the altitude* A 
meter designed to measure this modulation frequency acts 
as the indicating unit. 

Figune 47 is a pho-tograph of the Jacquet=Badin Sonic 
Altimeter. Tho left-hand unit contains the eloctromag- 
natic om%ttor and tho oloctromngnetic-microphone roccivor; 

I 
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the froquoncy noter indicator is in the middle; tho oscil- 
lator and amplifior unit is at ths right. The outfft is 
entirely oloctrical and can be oporatcd from the usual 
airplane battory.ponor supply, 

A cross section of the emftter'and roceivor unit is 
shonn in figure 48. M is a ponerful electromagnetic 
driving unit which feeds into an exponential horn made of 
acoustic insulating material; The electromagnetic nicro- 
phone P is connected to an exponential horn lined with 
sound~absorbing naterfal which acts as an acoustic filter. 
The entire assembly is carried by a supporting nenber S. 
The receiv2ng horn can be moved parallel to its axis in 
order to find the best position for reducing direct trans- 
fer of the signal to the receiver. 

The frequency neter circuit proposed by Jacquet and 
Badin is shonn in figure 49. The relay B is connected., 
to t$e onitter in such a nanner that the contacts Gt are 
closed durfng each period of silence. 'Flhen C' is closed, 
current fron the battory p flonsin tho resistance r 
and charges the condonsor Y through the full vave coppor- 
oxfdo rectifier S and a large condonsor I'. r is al- 
nays charged in tho sane direction on account of the rocti- 
fror action. A high resistance voltneter V placed across 
r moasuros the avarago potontfal. St is statoa that the 
reading nfll bo a function of frequency. Homover, tho ar- 
rangonent is similar to the ordinary rectifier type of B.C. 
voltmotor, which is charscterizod by a response independ- 
ent of frequency ovor a nido range, so it is questionable. 
nhotbor the circuit given nil1 fulfill its supposod func~ 
tion nithout modifications. --- 

Tho Jacquot-Badin Altimeter has a.noight of'9 kilod 
grans, and is graduated up to 20 notory ctltitudo. No data 
on octuol flight tests have baton given. 

Dolsasso Sonic Altimeter 

(Baferences 4, 10, 26) 

Dalsssso of the Unfvorsity of California and tha 
California Institute of Technology reported in 1934 the 
r.esulEs of a sonic-altfnctor investigation. Ha producod 
an oxperinontal instrunent which was tested both on the ( 
ground and in flights nfth the,.Goodyear airship t'VoluntscrT{ 
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This instrument uses a mechanically excited diaphragm with 
a special coupling horn as the source of sound. The re- 
cefver is a diaphragn,tuned to the enitter frequency nhich 
causes a f-lash in a rotating neon discharge tube when set 
in notion by the echo. 

Figure 50 is a diagram of the sound emitter. The di- 
aphragm is machined from a solid steel ring to have a nat-r 
Ural frequency of 2,000 cycles per second. The signal is 
produced by a blow from th-e clapper C nhich occurs when 
current through the electronagpet E is broken. En8rgy 
is offfciently transferred to the air through the coupling 
elements shown. (Delsasso notes that the design is simi- 
lkr to that used in the Bostnick lbudspeaker.) Each gig- 
nal has a duration of about 0.02 of a second. 

Details of the receiver are shomn in figuro 51. A 
duralunfn dia?hragn 9, 0.001 inch thick and tuned to 
2,000 cycles per second, 
button at Its nid-point. 

carries a small platinun,contact 
A second contact is pressed 

against the first.by the light-platinum spring S. This 
spring is tunad to a natural frequency of about 95 cycles 
per second. A tubo 3 contains a hygroscopic material 
which serves to keep the closed chamber above the diaphragm 
dry. Tha nut .M is used-to make the proper adjustment of 
the spring contact. The spring mill follow the diephragm 
for all low frequency sounds, but even a nePrk sound with 
the natural frequency of'the diaphragn will produce such 
high accelerations that the contact is broken once each 
cycle of the notion. This arrangenent gives a very 8ffem 
tive filterfng action for parasite noisos. 

The Delsasso chronoscops uses,a neon discharge tube 
as the indicating element. 
chronoscopk are indicated in 

The eaaential parts of the 
figure 52, The neon tube P 

is carried by a disk which is rotated at constant speed 
by an electric motor. A circular. scale D just outside 
the path of the neon tube is graduated directly in altitude. 
A cam and contact arrangement C is adjus$ed to release 
the striker of the sending diaphragm at the instant the 
neon tube passes the zero scale graduation. Vhen the echo 
returns the diaphragm T is set in motion and contact is 
broken nith N. This action removes a short circuit from 
the circuit containing the battery E and the resistance 
R and allons the voltage 
battery, Eg. 

B: to overcone the grid bias 
Tha grid of the vacuun tube is made SUffi- 

ciently positive to cause a discharge in the neon lamp. 
Altitudo is estinated by observing the scale position of 
the lamp when it first starts to glow. 

m 
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Delsassols experimental installation is shown in fig- 
ure 53. The receiver is mounted at the front of the gon- 
dola and the sending unit at tha rear. In operation the 
contact spring of the recaivor was adjustad until the neon 
lamp just failed to flicker under the airship*s nois.e alone. 

During a series of flight tasts, it was found possi- 
blo to measure altitudes betipocn 4 feet and 350 feat. A 
strongar source of sound gave rosults up to 700 feet. No 
data on the weight of the apparatus were given. This is 
unimportant since the equipment was designed to investi- 
gate the sonic altimeter problem rather than to produce 
a service instrument. 

Echoscope 
.-& . 

(References 27, m 

Electroacustic G.n.b.H. of Kiel, manufactures a sonic 
altimeter knomn as the ECHOSCOPE. This instrument was 
successfully used on the German airship "Hindenburg" and 
mill be installed on the naw airship LZ 130. 

The ECHOSGOPE uses a compressed-air siren as the 
source of sound and an electromagnetic microphone as the 

'sensitive element of the raceiver. The indications are.‘. 
shonn as deflections of a mechanical pointer on a dial of 
conventional aircraft-instrument size. A great improvement 
in operation over the explosion-type emitter is achieved 
by selecting a siren frequency well removed from the para- 
sitic noises of the airplanes. With all the sound enargy 
in a single frequency, it is comparatively easy to make a 
microphona and filter system sensitive to the echo but 
which r-lill suppress axtraneous sounds. The advantages of 
an almost continuously reading mechanical indicator are 
obvious, .- 

Figure 54 shows the essential parts of the ECHOSCOPE, 
The indicator 1 is connected through the central switch 
3 to a 12uvolt direct-current supply at 2. The siren 4 
is supplied with air from the high-pressure. tank 7. A 
reducing valve 6 holds the siren supply between 4 an& 
8 atmospheres. 
8 

Vhen the apparatus is not in use the valve 
is closed to prevent leakage. 

ic microphone roceivar 9 
The tnnad eloct+omagnet- 

is connectad to tho indicator 
through tho amplifier 11. Figures 55 and 56 show the 8x- 
terns1 appearance of the emitter,and receiver, respectively. . -- -_ 
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Figure 57 is a diagram shoning the essential parts 
of the.ECHOSCOPE indicating system. A constant-speed 
electric motor 13 drives the shaft 3 through gears 11 
and 12. This shaft carries an electromagnet 2 which is 
operated by current fron the slip rings 8 and 9. A 
second electromagnet 1 is similar to 2 except that it 
does not rotate.- The circular disk armature 4 is con- 
nectod rigidly to the pointer 5 which moves over the al- 
titude scale nhen 4 .rotati-s; the pointer and disk as- 
sembly is free to move axially between the two circular 
electromagnets. FVhen the disk is held by excitation of the 
electromagnet 1 the pointer will be stationary. If the 
supply to 1 is broken nhfle 2 is excited, the disk 
ail1 jump over to,the rotatfng system and the pointer will 
move over the scale. The Various parts are so designed 
that no appreciable slipping o.acurs when the disk fs in 
Contact with either magnet. There is also an arrangement 
which roturns the pointer to zero after a sounding. 

A sounding is started vhen the constant-speed siren 
motor opens a valve and admits air to produce a pulse of 
sound, 6 and 
7 

At tho same Instant the starting contacts 
are opened so that the electromagnet 1 releases the 

disk 4 nhich is instantly pullod over to the other mag- 
net and starts to rotato. This results in a uniform mo- 
tion of the pointer over the graduat.ed altitude scale un- 
til thzo receiver picks up the echo and faeds a correspond- 
ing alternating-current pulse into the amplifier. In the 
amplifier this pulse is rectified and magnified until it 
is able to operato a relay which momentarily breaks the 
contacts 7 and 8. This action interrupts the current 
supply to the rotating magnet 2 and permits the disk 4 
to move back to the stationary magnet 1, thus stopping 
the pointer at a scale reading corresponding to the proper 
altitude. 

The pointer holds this position until just before a.& 
other sounding, when it is automatically returned to zero- 

As shown in figure 58, 
tho instrument: 

tt70 ~~018s are provided for 
one for altitudes up to 100 meters, and a 

second, for altitudes up to 500 meters. The necessary 
shift in the gear ratio vtthin the instrument is made by 
changing the position of the control knob. Bhen the LOW 
range scale is in use, soundings are made automatically at 
1.5-second intervals nhile for the higher range this in- 
terval is increased to 7.5 seconds. 

-_ 
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The total neight of the ECHOSCOPE is 14.8 kilograms 
rrfth an additional 1 3 kilograms for a compressed-air bot- 
tle. This air supply is capable of making 200 to 250 
soundings on the loa-range scale and about one-half of 
this number on the high-range scale. 

The manufacturers of the ECHOSCOPE report that the 
instrument nil1 give reliable results up to 1,000 feet al- 
titude under favorable conditions and will continue to 
indicate untfl the landing gear is just above the ground. -- 
Above forests the maximum useful altitude is reduced to 
about 500 feet. At greater altitudes useful information 
can still be obtained from the instrument by the use of a 
pair of earphones connected to the amplifier and morn-by .- 
an observer nho notes the position of the pointer when the 
echo reaches the receiver. When the indicator is Used 
altitude readings are uncertain by about 1 foot, 

APPENDIX B 

EQUATIONS OF SOURD PROPAGATION 

Sound theory deals rrith the propagation of pressure 
waves through an elastic modium. The simplest and most 
useful form deals nith plane naves, i.e., disturbances 
which vary only nith time and distance along a single di- 
rection, which nil1 be denoted as the x-axis. Three con- 
dltions must be fulfilled at each instant by the particles 
in a slice dx thick. which has its eauflfbrium at some 
position 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

x -along the axis (referonce-32). 

The for-co due to the instantaneous pressure dif- 
‘ference between the faces of a unit area of 

the slfce nil1 be balanced by the inertia re- 
action of material in the slice. 

The equation of continuity must be fulfilled, . loee, the material nithin the slfce under 
equilibrium conditions fill remain within the 
slice during'any change whizh may occur* 

-vkd- 
The relation bctrreen pressure and dens,ity nil1 

obey the equation for anm-adiabatfc change Sn 
a perfect gas. This 

i 
s based upon the exper- '--'- 

L.-j. 

imental fact that flu tuations,in a sound waVQ 
aro so rapid that heat transfer between ad-- 
jacenC layers can be neglected. 
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Equating the pressure differential force across the 
unit area of the slice nhich is dx thick at equilibrium, 
gives: 

The equation of continuity is 

(28) 

(29) 

The adiabatic relation between pressure and density is 

P PY -- = -- 

PO 
( > 

PO 
(30) 

where P is instantaneous density B 

PO* 
density at equilibrium l 

P, instantaneous pressure 

po ’ pressure at equflibrfum * 

t.9 displacement from equilibrium 

x9 dfstance along the normal to the plane wave 

Y = qEecific heat at constant pressure ---I_ -- 
specific heat at constant volume 

Differentiating the equation of continuity with ro- 

spect to x'* and substituting 92 f2.P for $E gives 
32 ax ax 

Substituting the value of ap 

ap 
obtained by differentiating 

the adiabatic relation gives 

a”$ = Yp Li 2 it1 
at2 p 6) axa 

0 

(32) 

I 
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NOR if the changes fn pressure and density are small 

compared to.these quantit%es themselves ( 1 -PIi can be 
404 

taken as unity while equilibrium values can be used in 
PIP so that 

nhora 

d> = ca a 
at ax" 

(33) 

c2 = y PO - = coastant 
PO 

Equation (33) is the 'mollwknorrn vave eauation which 
express08 the condition that a disturbnnce is Gagatod 
nithout change of form at tho constant velocity c (refM 
erence 32). Bhon the assumptfon of fluctuations with a 

negliif3ly small cffcct on t'fio coefficient of gi is not 

fulfillad, the velocfty varies rrith the Intensity of the 
disturbancs. Practically, this means that for disturb- 
ances nhich are too intense the form changes as the wave 
is propagated. Such a nave starting with a simple sinus- 
oidal form ail1 be altered by the appearance of higher 
harmonics as it moves through the medium, 

In sound nork it is customary to work with the instan- 
taneous difference between the actual pressure P and the 
equilfbrium pressure PO. This difference is called the 
excess uregsure or the sound pressure and is denoted by -- 
pi* For a sinusoidal wave form the nave equation gives _- 

for instantaneous displacements and excess pressures (ref- 
erence 32): -. .- 

(34) 

where 

Pi = ” em PO c UJ cos 2-R (35) 

Em is amplitude of partic.lo displacement, 

A, ‘nave length \ 

'p, period - 
c 
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n, frequency & 

w, 2n n 

5 

- 

s. . 

The particle acceleration at any point can be found 
by differentiating equation (34) twice nith respect to 
time to obtain - 

RELATION BETREEN INTBNSITY AND EXCESS PRESSURE 

(36) 

I 
the intensity of sound $n a plane nave 

is 
By definition 

equal to the average rate at which energy is trans- 
ferrod across a unit area of the mave front. 
to the spupd-pr.essure 

Tkiis,;is equal 
force acting on the unit area multi- 

plied by,the particle velocity and averaged over a complete 
cycle, i.e.: 

“J 
0 

nhich gives 

(37) 

0 

nhero ‘3.m is the amplitude of-sound pressure3 

P? root mean square value of sound-pressuree, 

I >im 'P -- 5 - 
= 2poc pot (38) 

'Sound gressure is customarily measured in dynes per 
square centimeter. For convenience, a unit called the 3% 
is defined,as l.dyno per square centimeter. Intensity is . 
denoted by the symbol I and measured in watts per square 
centimeter. The product pot fs usually calculated for 
P = 760 millimeters of mercury and a temperature of 20' C., 
nhich gkves a numerical value of .42 in c,g.s. units. For 
this case the relation betmen intensity and root moan 
squnro sound pressure is 

I Pa = --w-v 
42 x 10' 

watts por square centimeter (39) 

.I 

. 

. 

, 
. 

. 

. 

. 
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It is convenient to compare Intensities in terms of- 
tho logarfthmic units called decibels and denoted as d'b. 
By dofinition, the difference betmz tno intensities x1 
and I, is: 

Difference in db = 10 leg I1 
10 'i, 

In ganeral, the fntonsfty of sound at a distance from 
c sound. source of V watts +ll depend upon the area over 
which tho sound energy is distributod and tho amount of 
absorption in the sound path. In sonic altimeter nork, the 
only important ca~c is that fn nhich the sound energy is 
confined to a moro or less definite solid angle. If this 
solid angle is z) the area for any distance R at which 
tho'sourco can be considered as a point becomes 

/ 
Area= nRa (41) 

For a cone of half angle A the area at R becomes 

Area = 2n Ra (1 - cos A> (42) 

It follons that the intensity at R from a source of B 
matts into a cone is 

I I? = --- -- 
2~ R2 (1 - cos-A) 

(43) 

In terms of W and R the sound pressure becomes 

- p k//f= (441 

b where .- - 

P is in bars * 

B is in nattsp 

R fs in centimeters% 

If specular reflection at the ground is assumed, the rela- 
tion between the echo path Be, and the actual altitude 
h a' nhen the cone angle is inclined at an angle 6 -ana? 
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from the vertical, is, (see fig. 15): 
, 

so that 

If ha 

2ha 
R* = ;y-Tg (45) 

p ;/m (46) 

is exprcssod in f-cot and pot is taken as 42, 
equation (46) bccomos 

P =134co86 -J 
ha J l- cos A 

- 

. 

* 

(47) 

APPENDIX G 

REFLECTION AT THE GROUND SURFACE 

Tno limiting cases of reflection at the ground can 
oxi st . In -Ocular rofloction the sound is reflected nithI ------ 
the angle of reflection oqual to tho angle of incidonco 
and tho cnorgy almays confined within the same cone angle. 
In diffuse rofloction (roforenco 13), Lambortts Lan is as" 
sumed to hold fdr 

--- 
sound as in tho cane of optics, i.e.: 

IR = 13, CO8 j3 

in l-rhich it is assumed that the sound, incident normally 
on tho roflocting surf&cc, is rofloctod back rrith intonsi- 
+JY 'R. at distance X0 from tho ground along tho nor- 
mal, and rrith inten'nity IR at the same distance along a 
path making an angle S nith the normal. 

If-the incident sound has intensity ID where th-e 
cone of radiation cuts out an area A on the ground, the 
total incident poner is ID A, and the total reflected 
power is ICID A, nh or e II is the rofloction coefficient 
of the ground surface. The total reflected ponor must 
also be equal to tho integral of the right-hand member of 

. 

. 

. 
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oquntion (48) over a homisphoro. That is, 

42 

KID A = 
s (IR, cos P) 27~ R sin B R dj3 (49) 
-0 

ana 

'R, = KIDA/(IT R2) 

IR = KI DA 
Z-F 

co9 B (51) 

I? t30 aircraft is a distanca D sbova the ground, 
and if A is the half cbnglo of tho rac?fatfon cone, WQ 
have A = I-C (D tan A)? If, moraover, the velocity 0; the 
plane is small compared nith the velocity of sound in air, 
the portion of the sound reflected back tp the plane COT- 
resqonds to a vary small value of B, rtnd if ii a g00a 

.- 

npproxination to put CO8 p = 1. Then, with the above 
value of 'A, equation (51) yields for the intens%%y-at 
the ~lar~a, coqsidoring that at tho plan0 R = D, 

IR = $ ID tan2 A (52) 

Por qccular roflcction from a surface aith rsflec- 
tion coefficient Kl, the intensity at-the plano 2s -- -- 

Scnco tho ratio of Lntonsitfos at tho Flane for tho 
t570 cxtromo cases is: 

'RI ,K 1 
we = - 
IR 4K tall2 A 

(54) 
I 

* 

. 

. 
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A?PENDIX D 

RADIA!l!ION OB SOUND FROM A VIBRATING DISK 

A vibrating disk sot in an infinito piano baffle nil1 
radiate sound nith directionality doponding on the dimonu 
sions of the disk and the froquoncy of its vibrations. If 
the froquoncy n corresponds to a have length h of sound 
in air, and if a is the raaius of the disk, the distri- 
bUtiOn of intensity in front of the baffle will be as plotd 
tQa in figures 17 and 18 for sf3vord values of A/a. 

The mathomctical basis for the curves of flguros 17 
and 18 nil1 bo briefly stated (reference 32), Consider 
tho surfnco S 0f th0 disk t0 be 00~p0sOa of olomonta as. 
Lot the distance from an arbitrary point N in front of 
the baffla to an arbitrary surface olomant dS b.e called 
h. Lot r bo the distnnco from N to tho center of tho 
dfsk, and lot 9 be the anglo bctvocn the lino or r and 
the normal to tho cantor of the disk. 

Then tho clomont api of SOua prossura at point N 
due to the simple source dS is 

( 
p. n urn as 

> 

2ni g-+ 
( 1 

apt = i ---h--- 0 (55 > 

- 
- 

. 

where s is the velocity amplitude of the vibration. 

If N 1s far from the disk, so that h is nearly 
equal to r, it is a close approxination=tti put 

(56) - 
-= 

. 
1 

8 Q 
2'lTi "-$ 2Jl % 

G > x sin 8 

Pi = n i n p. u, a ---m-1 
r 

c I 

-7Fa - (57) l 

-x sin9 
. 

ponu, fi 
dpi = i --- 

J 
8 r . 

Integration gives 

dS 

Since at large distances the particle velocity is 



. 
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'the intensity distribution in terms of .the angle 8 

takes the form: 
a 

I 1 
=f3np, --%n2 

( F sin 0 
m--c- 1 

2na 
I 

(58) 
-x- sin- 8 

It is from this equation that the curves of figures 1'7 and 
18 are drcnn. * . 

The functfon c2J'1(x)/x] has the property of being 
unity for x = 0 and remaining nearly unity until x 4 $ no 
Therefore, as long cs A > 2lTa, 
tiOn fS nearly independent Of 8. 

tho intensity distribw 
As tho vavo length bo- 

comas smallor than the circumfcrenco of tho disk, the onor- 
gy is conccntratod more ,and Pore along tho axis, as shonn 
in figuro 18. For such values of h, the curves actually 
hnvo small subsidiary lobes, but theso have not bcon in- . - 
eluded in tho figures, 
sonic 

since thoy are not important in tho 
cltimoter problen. : 

If B 1s the total ponor radiated from tho disk, the 
oxprossion for =W (rcforonco 54) is: - 

Iv= 
(p,c> (na') (27r n X 1' --__I -2- o .Ii ” ?g$q (59) 

where X0 is the r*m*s. value of the displacement of the 
disk. 

For low frequencies such that 
h 
a > 12, equation (59) 

approachss the form 

w 
p. 7T s* (4Tr2 aa xo18 = a------- 

4c (60) 

h 
For high frequencies such that ; < 3, the braoketed 

expressfon in equation (59) approaches unity, so that 7f _ 
is closely represented by 

w = !L 
c n aa (27-f n X0 )a 

---- 
2 (61) .- 

. 
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If W is in matte and all other quantities in c.g.s* 
units, equations (60) and (61) become 

IV= (4.64 x 10-11) a4 n4 Xo2 watts (62) 

and. 

IT= (2.62 x 10w3) aa n2 Xo2 watts (63) 

The latter equation corresponds, at a frequency of 
3,000 cycles per second., to a maximum displacement 

-0.0203 
Xmax = ---a 

centimeters per radiated watt (64) 

APPENDIX E 

VARIATION OF INTENSITY 'iVITH PULSE LENGTH 

The theoretical concept of purely monochromatic radi- 
ation (radiation of a single wave length) cannot be real- 
ized in practice because it representa an Infinitely long 
wave train. The starting and stopping of the vi-bration 
involves a spread of frequency inversely proportional to 
the length of the pulse (roforenco 32). 

In general, fftho sound pressure fs an arbitrary 
function of- the time, the Fourier tntegral representation 
iS 

p,(t) = 
. / 

7a 

p(n) 0 277int dn (65) 

-a 

Applying these relations to the t*pufl$c function": 

Tho component of the wave having frequency n has the pres- 
sure amplitude equal to _-p,(n) =.p(n) = p(-n). 

w 

. 
. 

- 

1 
c 

s 

TO to 

i 

for t < - 2 

(t> = pm co8 (2~ no t) for - 2 J9 <t< tO 
2 (66 

0 f;O for t ) 2 
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ono obtains this distribution in frequency: 

sin [7~ (no - n) to] 
PO(n) ='2p, ------n-r 

no 
(67’) 

If the pulse contains m cycle8 of the wave.of freu 
woncy no, we may put to= m/n,. With the further no- 
tation, v = n/no, the intensity distribution becomes: 

I(n) = 
2Pm2 

[ 
sin n 7-r (1 - v) 2 

a 
--a- 

pocno l-v I 

2 

Or, calling I, = pm 
2P. c’ 

the intonsity of tho steady 

stato, we have: 
2 

I(n) 4 [zin m n-(1 - v) 
I,- = PT L 

--- 
1 -V 1 

(68) 

(69) 

This ratio is plotted as a function of v in figure 
19, in which only the large central lobes of the curves 
are displayed. _-- 

- .-__ -- - 
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CONCLUSIONS 

CONCLUSIOJTS BASED ON THE LITERATURE 

1) A number of sonic altimeters have been construct- 
ed wh$ch operated satisfactorily UD to a maximum altitude 
of approximately 800 feet under airplane cruising condi- 
tions. 

2) For gliding flight in airplanes, the maximum oper- 
ating altitude Fill be approximately double that for cruis- 
ing conditions. In lighter-than-aircraft the maximum will 
be about three times the limit for airplanes. 

3) With a properly designed instrument, altitude read- 
ings can be carrfed down to approxfmately 10 feet above the u 
ground. 

4) Five distinct sonic altimeter developments have 
produced connercial instruments. A list is given on pagos 
88-89, with information on prices and manufacturers. 

5) The bost of those comnorcial inotrunonts mill have 
an installation weight of about 60 pounds, Th.e maxinun use- 
ful altitude mill be approximately 15 foot por -pound of 
weight. 

*- 
_- 

6) The results actually obtained justify an investigad 
tiOn into the value of tho sonic altimeter as an aircraft 
instrunont in modern practice. 

7) 0110 of tho prosont-day commercial sonic altinetors 
would bo suitable for the experimental work. 

8) In case of a decision favorablo to the sonic altim- 
otor, a contfnuation project could be dfrected torrard im- 
proving the instrument on the basfs of findings from the 
previous tests. 

THEORETICAL CONCLUSIONS . 

1) The lowest operating altitude of a.sonic altimeter * 
is deter&nod by the length of tho sound signal and the 
ability of the chronoscope to measure short-time intervals. - 
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2) The maximum operating altitude of a sonic aitiw 
eter 1s determined by the ability of the receiving system 
to distinguish the echo from noises due to the aircraft.. 

3) Except at very low altitudes, errors due to tin- 
ing and to separation of the sending and receiving sys- 
t QLlS are negligible. 

4) Errors due to humidity and temperature effects on 
sound velocity are negligible except in extreme conditions. 

5) Errors.due to aircraft velocity can be neglected 
oxcopt at vory high speeds. 

c 

6) Errors due to inclination of the flight path with 
respect to the ground can be neglected except in extreme 
cases. 

7) Inclination of the flight path with respect to the 
ground produces a dffference between the received fre- 
quency and the emitted frequency due to the Doppler Effect. 

8) Excessive sound intensities produced by the emit- 
,ter ail1 be subject to abnormal attenuation due to nOnlfn- 
earity of air as an elastic medium. 

9) A sontc altimeter signal decreases in intensity 
inversely as the square of echo-path length due to spread& 
ing of the energy. 

10) Attenuation due to friction in the atmosphere in- 
creases raptdly with frequency. For a frequency of 5,000 
cycles uer second the attenuation is about Q db per hunw 
drcd feet of path length. 

11) Atnospheric disturbances are accompanied by er- 
ratic attenuation effects of large magnitude. Quantita- 
tive data are lacking on losses of this type. I 

12) Losses due.to diffuse reflection and absorpt?.an 
a at the ground vary from zero for smooth ice to about 85 

. percent for forests. ' 

13) Sources of sound which use diaphragms as the ale- 
* nent for converting electrical or mechanical energy into 

sound energy are suitable for low-power emitters but are 
handicapped by the excessive accelerations required for 
high outputs. 
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14) The directional proporfies of a diaphragm trans- 
mitter can be predicted approximately by' theory but the 
results actually obtainod in a given case must be peter- 
minod by experiment. Xfficiont uso of sound power in a 
sonic altimeter roqudros that the source be.designed to 
direct the beam toward the receiver position when the echo 
is received. 

15) For short pulses qf 'sound at a constant frequen- 
CYS the amount of energy effective at the receiver in the 
original pulse frequepcy depends upon the number of cy- _. -.. - 
cles in the pul-se. A minimum numberof cycles between 15 
and 30 is required to produce a good concentration of the 
echo enorgy at the frequency of the emitter. 

16) All types of standard microphones are much more 
sensitive than necessary to detect the sonic altimeter 
echo if aircraft noise mere absent. A rugged microphone 
adapted to work with a filter system is best suited to the 
sonic altimeter problem. 

17) Since the limiting factor in sonic altimeter per- 
formance is the signal intensity required to bring the 
echo above the noise level due to the airplane, the use Of 
a Tell-designed filter system to eliminate aircraft Inter- 
ference is necessary. 

18) The table below gives the estimated maximum altf- 
tudes obtainable in an airplane at cruising speed und-er 
the best and worst atmospheric and ground conditions. The 
calculations are based on assumptions consistent with QX- 
perinental values of sound prossure required at the air- 
plane and the known data on absorption losses. 

Maximum altitude \Porver Maximum altitude. ' Be-& altitude 
(best conditions)' I (morst condiiiiolii) ;I TiZZTTtZ 

.f ecit 
.: foot ---- I' ,nniia 

I I 
500 10 I 175 

-i 
2.9 

650 , 25 225 2.9 

780 50 265 2.9 

* 935 . 100 300 3.1 

1025 150 330 3.1 

1300 500 410 3.2 

‘ 

l 

. 

- 

1 

- 

I 
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19) The table-shows that there is a factor of about 3 
to 1 between the maximum altitude obtainable under best 
and worst operating conditions.. 

20) Comparison of values from the table with altitudes 
found exPerimentally shows that the instruments which have 
been constructed achieve almost the theoretical maximum 
performance. 

21) The gain in maximum operating altitude for a given 
increase in power falls off rapidly for outputs over 100 
,watts. This fact suggests the existence of an economic 
limit to the range of a practical sonic altimeter. 

2.2) The performance of sonic altimeters can be im- 
proved by reducing the interference effect of aircraft 
noise. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

Ttvo points should be investigated in connection with 
the sonic altimeter problem. 

I) Will a sonic altimeter installed in a modern air- 
plane be sufficiently useful to justify its 
weight and complication? 

II> Is it possible to improve sonic altimeter perform- 
ance on modern airplanes by the use of more se- 
lective receiving systems? . 

It-is recommended that the first question be investi- 
gated by the procedure outlined on page 22 of this report. 
The principal features of the suggested project are? 

lj Purchase of a commercial sonic altimeter. 
.-- --. - 

. 

, ’ 2) Quantitative investigation of the performance of 
this instrument.. , 

3) During these tests two types of data should be 
accumulated. 

4 Reactions of a pilot "under the hood" to 
the usefulness of a sonic altimeter in 

--- 

various flight,situations. --- 
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b) Quantitative records (preferably oscillod 
graphic) of variations in echo intensity 
with atmospheric conditions, terrain, and 
altitude. 

4) A report giving results from the preceding inves- 
tigation and containing recommendations to con- 
tinue or abandon sonic altimeter work. 

The second general question should be investigated by 
studies of the noise spectrum on representative modern air- 
planes. In this work it would be desirable to use instal- 
lations at various locations on the airplane which simu- 
late actual sonic altimeter conditions. 

As an additional project of great value to sonic altimd 
etar design, it is recommended that a systematic investiga- 
tion of sound attenuation due to disturbances in the free 
atmosphere bo carried out. This work should bo coordinafod 
with meteorological data. It would be desirable to outline 
the project and carry out the mark with the cooperation of 
some organization interested in meteorology. 

. . 

. 

COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE SONIC ALTIMETERS 

BEHMLOT - Manufacturer: Behm-Echolot-Fabrik, Hardenberg- 
strasse 31, Kiel# Germany. Price: RM 4,500 for 
type L XI, at Kiel, exclusive of, duty. Reference: 
Letter from B.ehm-Echolot-Fabrik and advertising reti 
print from Zeitschrift Deutsche Technik, August 
1935 - Behmlot zur Hohenmessung in Flugzeug. 

RICE-GENERAL ELECTRIC- Manufacturer: General Electric Co., 
1 River Rd., Schenectady, New York. No price given. 
Service installations to date have beon on airships 
only; test instaliations on'krmy airplanes. Rofor- 
enco: Letter from G. E. and advertising pamphlot - 
Sonic Altimeter for Aircraft. 

m 

‘ 
. 

FLORJSSON-SCAM - Manufacturer: Soci&to' de Condensation et 
dlhpplications Mbcaniques, 42 Rue do Clichy, Paris, 

. 

France. Price: 15,400-22,000 francs. Delivery: - 
4 months: Reference: Letter from SCAM and adver- 
tising extract from La Nature, February 1, 1933 - 
Une Nouvelle Sonde pour Avions.. I 



, 
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DUBOIS-LABOUREUB-CEKA - Manufacturer: Constructions 
Electra-MQcaniques dfAsni&res, 236 Avenue d!Argen- 
teuil Asni'ores (Seino), France. Price: 150 livres 
sterling. Reference: Letter from CEMA and adver- 
tising pamphlet - Le Sondeur Acoustique Adrien. 

XCHOSCOPE - Manufacturer: Electroacustic G.m.b.H., Kiel, 
Germany. Price: RM 5,100, delivered in Berlin. 
Delivery: 6 months. Reference: Letter from Elec- 
troacustic and advertising pamphlet - Echoscope. 

NOTATION 

(No attempt is made to include in this list, symbols'used 
to mark geometrical figures o-r to describe -apparatus.) 

Syrtbol -- 
V 

vO 

t 

d 

C 

cO 

At 

ha 

' hi 

Y 

velocity of aircraft. 

Rg 
T 

m 

c 

calibration velocity of aircraft. 

time (in particular, time between signal and echo). 

distance (between sender and receiver). 

velocity of sound in air. 

calibration velocity of sound in air. 

timing error. 

actual altitude of aircraft. 

_- 

indicated altitude of aircraft. 

ratio of specific heat at constant pressure to 
specific heat at constant volume. 

universal gas constant. 

absolute temperature; period of vibration. .: _ 

molecular weight; as subscript, denoting maximum 
values. 

Centigrade temperature. -- 
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Symbol 

F 

L-. n 0 

nR 

’ PO 
APO 

t 

\. pi 

v. h 

P 

w L 
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Fahrenheit temperature. 

V/C, 

vo/co ' 

wave length from stationary source. 

wave length from moving source as observed by 
stationary observer. 

C/ho = frequency of moving source as observed by 
stationary observer; frequency of steady state 
component of sound pulse. 

frequency of source. 

frequency received on aircraft. 

(nR)/bsL 

angle between flight path and reflecting surface. ; 
instantaneous density. 

instantaneous pressure. 

density at equilibrium. 

pressure at equilibrium. 

displacement of air from equilibrium. 

P - po = instantaneous sound pressure. 

wave length. 

frequency. 

277 n 

intensity of radiation (energy/area/time). 

r*m.s* value of pi, 

power. 

- 

*. 

- w a 

* 
. 

. 

* 
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c 
. 

Symbol - 

1 Q 
i 

IRO 

solid angle. -- . 
intensity of reflected sound at distance B, 
normal to ground. 

Ia intensity of reflected sound at distance B at 
angle /3 to ground. , 

intensity of incident sound at ground. 
. _ 

distance from aircraft to ground. 

half angle of radiation cone. 

reflection coefficient for diffuse reflection. 

reflection coefficient for specular reflection. 

; a --- 

L3 

xO 

to 

radius of vibrating disk. 

velocfty amplitude of vibrating disk.. , 
rDrnmse displacement of vibrating disk. 

length of 8OUnd pU180. 

-.- IO 

V 

number of cycles in pulse. 

intensity of steady state component of pulse. 

n/no = ratio of frequency of partial component 
to frequency of steady state component of pulse. 

. hz cycles per second. : ; 
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Figure 2.9 Behmlot typ IV A 
Ref. 5 

Figa. 2,3,4 
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Figure 3.- Florieson-SCAU Figure 4.- Loudspeaker installation 
vieual-acoustic (Nandillon) Hef. 11 

coincidence altlmeter.Ref. 18 
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Figure 11.- Essential acoustic elements 
of a sonic altimeter. 
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(a) Specular reflection (b) Diffuse reflection 

Figure 15.- Intensity distributidns. 

(b) Diffuse reflection 
predominating 

Figare 16.- -Intensity U.stribut3.one. 
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Figure 1'S'.- Distribution of intensity of eounl radia.tion from a 
diep for two frequencies. x1 
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Figure 22.- 
Altitude 

indicator. 
Ref. 12 

Figure 24.- 
Altimeter 

circuit. 
Ref. '4 

Fip8 23.- , 
Oscillograph 
trace 
on 
altitude 
indicator. 
Ref. 12 

rvgUre 26.1 Altitude indicator of R&&at 
Tspe L XI(Natura1 she) 
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Figure 25.- Altimeter circuit of 
Behmlot Type X I. 
Ref. 8 

Figure 27.3 Diagram of sonic 
---~..-__ 

altimeter installation. 
G.E. Co. Ref. 13 

Figure 37.- Circuit of Laboureur-Duboia 
'chronograph. Ref. 18 
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Figure 38.m Auxiliary circuit of 
Laboureur-Dubois aontin- 

uous reading chronograph. 
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Figure 29.- Transmitting 
equipment Q.E. Co. 

sonic altimeter. Ref. 13 . 

Figure 28.- Installation on airplane 
G.E. Co. sonic altimeter. 

xdeson-SCBM eltimeter. Ref. 17 

Figure 33.- Florisson-SCAB 
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Florisson-SCAM Acoustic 
Coincidence Altimeter 

Fig. 30 

Quick Action Valve 

Fig. 31 

Florisson-SCAM Visual-Acoustic 
Coincidence Altimeter 

Fig. 32 
_* 
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Details of Dubois-Laboureur Siren 

Fig. 35 

Duboisdaboureur Micrqphone 

Fig. 36 
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. Figure 39.- CLWA altitude in- 
dicator(earlier ?igure 42.- CEbu altitude in- 
type). Ref. 20 dicator(December 

1936l.R.f. A.C. 

Figure 53..Pelrarro altimeter inotsllation on blimp.Eef. 26 
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Figure 66.- Eohoeoope slren, 
Ref. a6 

Figure 41.- Duboh-Labourm amplif I er- 
filter and ohronograph unlt. 

wpre 47.- m.saaate of Ngum 66.- bhosoops 

1 (Dsasmber lBS6) Ref. LO. 
iImsxLtor , i3 

altlmatsr. 
Jaoqart-Bulla 

k 
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Sohematio stallation of 
Dubois-Laboureur &itimeter 

- 

Fig. 43 
Ref. 20 

Sender-Reoelver.-E;lsemble 
of Jaoquet-Badin,Altlmeter 

-Eahosaope,Cirauit Fig. 49 Ref. 25 
Fig. 67 
Ref. 28 

- 

Jaaquet - Badin 

Prequencg,Mbter Arauit 
l&g. 48 
Ref. 18 
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Nandillon's Directiond Di&ragm. 
,' 

Fig. 44 

Alt1tudel 
.Indlcator 

Altlmetar C&-cult ,, 
Fig. 46 

Fig. 45 
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receiver, 
Ref. 26 -- 

-77 

Denorrllnation Weight In I 
1 lndlcating device 

! connection to the battery 
3 switch 

4 siren 
6 copper tube 
6 reduction valve 
-?- compressed air bottle 
S main valve 
9 receiver 
10 cable - 
11 1 amplifier 1 2.1 1 

I total 1 14.8 1 13.0 

Figure 54.- Installation diagram 
of Echoscope. Ref. 28 

Figure 50.- Delsasso sender, 


